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The University and the Press 
It is not surprising that the University 
should be affected by a lack of industry 
in third term, at least not when the lack 
of industry is among the undergraduates 
themselYes. l\Iany are profoundly affected. 
But it is strange that an industrial trouble 
so remote from what is generally regarded 
as the ordinary province of the ·l; niver-
sity, as is the strike of the Waterside 
\Yorkers' Union, should liave even the 
slightest effect on the Universitv. ~ever­
tl1cless we liave not been utterly di~severed 
from the upheaval. 
When the call for free labour was made 
by the shipping companies for the purpos.~ 
of unloading the vessels iu port, several 
individuals who are also stude.uts ,of the 
University, answered the <'all and readily 
receiYed employment. The fact fhat they 
were UniYersity students, by somp cliance, 
leaked out, and as ''"as almost ineYitable, 
soaked into the columns of the party 
press. Both sections of the press, that 
supporting the Federal (fovernrnent, and 
that which lent support to the waterside 
workers, endeavoured to make capital out 
of the fact that University students were 
working on the wharves. The forme1: sec-
tion 'rnrmly applauded their action, and 
remarked on the excellence of Unive1·sities 
as strike breakers; the latter resented it, 
and stigmatised the University as a class 
institution. 
.As to which was right it is not our 
business to decide, nor shall we attempt 
an opinion. What we wish to do is to 
define our position as undergraduates. 
Earlier in this article we used the phrase, 
i< individuals who are also students of the 
University.'' We did so with a pm1)osc. 
A man attending a Uniyersity is, except 
for the limiting rules relating to the 
U"niversity and his course, an utterly free 
agent, and as such is fully entitled to his 
own opinions on external matters, and his 
guidance in such is a matter for himself 
and for those principles which it is his 
belief are correct. If the fact that he was 
a University student was divulged by the 
indiYidual himself, then that was a su-
preme piece of foolishness, even morally 
wrong in that it placed in a false position 
so many individuals "·ho arc also students. 
'11 hose 'rl10 went to work on the wharves 
did so solely as private indivioua1s, and 
because they personally belieYed that tl1ey 
were following the l'ight course, tl1e fact 
that they wel'r 1TniYersity students 'ras 
merely inriclental. To assnrnc that all 
mern hers of the same educational estab-
lishment are all of tlie same political per-
suasion is an insulting misc:onception of 
the .fundamentals of l1igl1 er education. 
There are at tl1c UniYersity, men quite as 
likely to he 1.lioroughly in sympatl1y with 
the strikers, as there arc men ready to 
assist in the breaking of the strike. Vve 
trust that we haye clearly defined our 
position. .And we resent tl1e rank injustice 
of the impl ication tliat as m1dergradnates 
1ve are suhjectecl to the tyranny of any 
species of party dis(·ipline. 
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Shaw. Wells, and the 'Varsity 
l\1r. Sha"" and Mr. Wells, and quite a 
number of contemporary writers look 
askance on UniYersity education. Their 
remarks might command more attention, 
and cnrr:; more weight, if it were not so 
obvious that they are trying to be smart 
all the time. Smartness is never so con-
vincing as sincerity. Mr. Shaw himself is 
not a University man, Mr. ·wells is a 
bachelor of science with first class honours 
from the University of London. H. L. 
Mencken, the editor of the American 
"Mercury," also has much to say on the 
subject of education. 
Shaw says that a teacher is a man who 
"teaches something he does not know to 
somebody else who has no a•ptitude ior it,'' 
and "he who can, does. IIe who cannot, 
teaches.'' Wells says, ''dons were not as 
a class distinguished men, they were only 
men who had conferred distinctions upon 
one another. '' Menck en in his cocksure 
way states that ''among the teachers male 
we may safely assume that 95 per cent. 
are of low mentality." Wells looks for-
ward to the time when a uniYersity will 
offer no general education at all, no grad-
uation in arts or science or wisdom. he 
has made the astounding discovery that 
there is no presumption that a man who 
has the diploma of M.A. is even a moder-
ately educated man. 
The system of conferring degrees is 
simply a rough-and-ready way of showing 
that a man has done such-and-such a course 
with such-and-such success. The chances 
are, that all things else being· equal, a 
teacher with a degree will be more com-
petent than a teacher without a degree. 
All that a university sets out to Jo is to 
give a man as basis of fact on whicl1 to 
build future work. Our clever writers 
who are so busily manufacturing R'Jgar-
coated pills of education, overlook the 
fact that there is much in an learning that 
is tedious and seemingly useless. A de-
gree does not show that a man is edu-
cated, it simply shows that he has a suffic-
i ent background of fact to go ahead with 
the work of educating himself. A uuiver-
sity degree is not the end, it is only the 
beginning. 
"He who can does. IIe who cannot, 
teaches" is about as true as "he who can 
cooks. IIe who cannot eats." It does not 
follow that a man is not a judge of cook-
ing, because he is not a cook, nor that a 
man who is not a bi e\rer is not a judge 
of beer. Let us take these men on their 
pet ground of literature. Wells with the 
soul of a bishop, lifts his hands in pious 
horror because the teacher on whom he 
held a mental post-mortem, had either for-
gotten or neyer heard of Samlti'l Butler, 
"\Yilliam James, Maurice Baring, Philip 
Guedella, Cunningl1ame GraLam, .fames 
Joyce, James Branch Cabell, Cllristopber 
l\1orley, Shenrnod ~\nderson, l\Iencken, 
Tchehov, Julian Huxley, Fairfield Os-
borne, Sir Arthur EYans, and Jung. '.V ells 
forgets that he i!'l dealing with a lms) 
schoolmaster who is also, in this case, the 
head of a hoarding school, and not the 
editor of an enc~'clopaedia of American 
and British contemporary literature. Wells 
displays his ignorance ·Of literature two 
pages after the aboYe list, by writing that 
among other books on this teacher's 
shelYes, were "Something called Rab and 
his Friends, and a book called Friends in 
Council." N"ow by the merest accident I 
ha•ppen to haYe reacl "Friends in ('01rn-
cil," and it is a. prosy work, but I would 
sooner haYe written "Rab and his 
Friends" than the ""\V orld of "William 
Clissold." And if l\Ir. Wells happened to 
have to teach English in Queensland he 
would know that two of the writers in his 
list were set authors for the Senior. 
But when we turn to what these clever men 
Have said about our poets and novelists, 
When they themselves embark upon the sea 
Of criticism. They do not fare a whit 
The better, than the profs. in whom they stick 
The arrows of their bright and poisoned wit. 
'l'he above paragraph is written to illus-
trate that there is something in Shaw's 
statement that Shakespeare wrote his plays 
in blank Yerse, because he did not haYe 
time t'() write them in prose. I have also 
thrown in these rhyming lines just to giYe 
good measure. How much there is in 
Shaw's statement may be seen with a 
microscope, if the aboYe paragraph, or a 
piece out of Cashel Byron's Profession, be 
compared with Shakespeare's blank verse. 
Mencken says that the one great requis-
ite in a lecturer is enthusiasm, which is 
as contagious as barber's itch. An enthu-
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-siastic lecturer enjoys lecturing, but it 
does not follow that his listeners are .going 
to catch this "barber's itch." llas 1\fr. 
:Mencken never been button-holed by a 
gardening crank, a wireless crank, a 
phonetic crank, or a motor crank~ 
I have listened to a lecturer lecture in 
phonetics. Ue has been so enti.usiastic 
that his eyes twinkled behind his spec-
tacles, one could see his heart with 
pleasure fill and frolic with the daffodils; 
but we did not catch the barber·: .. , itch. 
What will call the best out of a teacher 
or a professor is not enthusiasm so muclt 
as an enthusiastic pupil. 
·wells blames the uniyersities for turn-
ing out "pleasant, easy-goiug, en1sive 
young men, up to nothing in pa 1·ticular 
and schooled out of faith, passi01i or am-
bition.'' Our young men may be pleasant, 
'tis a good fault, and eYasive, especially 
when dealing with their elders, but it is 
untrue to say that they are schooled out 
of faith, passion, or ambition. 1\fr. Wellt-: 
would be surprised if he knew how keenly 
many of the young men were interested in 
religion. How does he explain the sale 
of his own books dealing with religion '? 
Does he know that PaJJini's "Story of 
Christ" ran into six editions in the fii ·st 
four months of 1923; has he eyer hea,rd 
of 1\Iiddleton 1\Iurry's "Life of Jesus"?; 
does he know that George Brandes' book 
on Christ was reprinted this yead And 
would he Jiaye us belieYe that all these 
books were read by baldheads, and not by 
young men as well ~ ~\s a matter of fact 
-Wells' sentence tells me two things: that 
there was a war ten years ago, from which 
we ]iaye not yet recovered, and that Mr. 
\\Tells is growing old. 'l'o shake one's 
head sagely and sorrowfully OYer the 
heads of the rising generation is the surest 
symptom that dotage is nigl1. 1 wish I 
were as sure of salvation, as I am that 
the university of scientific prigs that Mr. 
Wells sees, when he peers into the Utopia 
of the future, will produce something 
much worse than the present system. 
Not that I think the present system is 
faultless by any means. I hold that the 
system that awarded George Saintsbury 
and Matthew Arnold seconds, is far from 
hei ng perfect. But we may find consola•-
iio n in the fact that it also gave a lot of 
firsts to people who -probably did not 
<lcserve them. The system of scribbling 
down notes all the time a professor 1s 
speaking is bad. It ruins the student's 
handwriting, it lends itself to cramming, 
but it has the great advantage of making 
the student listen carefully to what is 
said. Most lecturers do not pay enough 
attention to the style in which they deliver 
their lectures. I have as keen a scent as 
any, I think, for a memorable :12hrase, and 
the memorable phrases I have heard from 
lecturers could be enumerated on the fin-
gers of one hand. Students prick their 
ears when a lecturer refers airily to those 
who ''jazz, garden, Oi" bowl their way to 
oblivion." But it must not be forgotten 
tha•t in most of our smaller uniYersities the 
number of lectures a man has to deliver, 
often ten in one week, almost precludes 
polished efforts. 
The examination system unfortnnately 
leans heavily in favour of those who have 
servile brains, the ''his master's voice'' 
type of candidate. It does not do justice 
to the student who has original thought. 
The usual criticism levelled against the 
examination system that it only tests tlie 
student's receptivity does not mean very 
much. Most knowledge is memory work. 
In most subjects the memory plays a far 
greater part than reason, and it is right 
memory should be tested. 
But I do think that most of the criticism 
Je,·elled against the staffs of uDiversities 
should be levelled against the stL1dents. 
Students expect far too much spoon-feed-
ing. The? rely far too much on the 
scribbled knowle<lge in their black note-
books, those examination life-savers. They 
get education so easily that they do not 
appreciate it. There is a lot to be said 
for the suggestion, that no man should be 
given a university education, who has 
not made a living by his own exertions 
for at least one year. 
In conclusion I would like to point out 
that knowledge owes to these "harmless 
drudges" (the phrase is Prof. Saints, 
bury's) a great deal. The mass of know-
ledge, like a glacier, moves slowly, im-
perceptibly, thousands of scholars, great 
and little, have helped and are helping it 
towards the Sea of Truth. To these un-
known scholars, these forn;otten parsons, 
professors, and schoolmasters, th~ humble 
infantry of onr liternture and science, let 
us pay all respect. A. K. Th<_i1nson. 
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Experimental Psychology 
The Yisitor to the new laboratory of 
experimental psy<;hology \rho expects to 
witness a display of '' p;;yd1ic phenomena'' 
or the clemonstrat10n of o<;cult powers of 
mind, will be sadly disappointed. He finds, 
instead, a thoroughly scientific equip-
111ent for the investigation of the mental 
processes of normal persons, and for the 
detection of any that are deficient or ab-
normal. Anyone who has seen labora-
tories of a simila1· kind in one of the Brit-
ish or American Universities will doubtless 
remark that the equipment is by no means 
complete. Kor can this be a matter of 
r;urprise since it is less than a year ago 
that the apparatus arriYed from overseas, 
and the cost of the same practically 
exhausted the grant of £300 made by the 
University Senate for the purpose. It is 
a matter for congratulation that the struc-
tural alterations to the room together with 
the furniture, electrical and other fittings 
were generously authorised by the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction, and. the neces-
sary work connected therewith done iu 
such good style by the Public Works offi-
cers. During the few weeks in which the 
students have actually been doing prac-
tical work in the "lab.", a promising start 
has been made, and the University may 
be well sa,tisfied that it possesses a labora-
tory sufficiently well equipped for the De-
partment of Philosophy to begin, at least, 
the experimental investigation of those 
mental states with which it is· so vitally 
concerned. 
Three main purposes " ·ill be sened by 
this recent addition to our UniYersity 
equipment: (1) Lecture demonstrations, 
(2) Mental testing, and (3 ) Research. 
With regard to the first point, it is quite 
obvious that a subject like Psycholog? 
can never be adequately mastered by mer e 
"book-work." Lectures need to be illus-
trated by demonstrations and experiments. 
And moreover a student will readily learn 
and remember facts which he discovers 
for himself in the course of his practiral 
work in the laboratory. A glance at the 
apparatus available shows that there is a 
number ·of physiological models, instru-
ments for biometric measurements, and 
quite an elaborate outfit for demonstrating 
colou1·-vision arnl other sem;ory experi-
ences. 'l'he processes of memory and. 
association can be explained and illus-
trated by the use of a tachisto;;cope, \\·hiclt 
is an instrument designed to exhibit 
words, numbers, or object;; for specified 
periods of time. Habit formation and the 
co-onlination of the sensations and mus-
cular movement;; involved therein can be 
watched and timed exactly. Of special 
interest are the various scientific ' ' gad-
gets'' which supply the data, afforded by 
the pulse, i·espiration, and bodily tensions, 
for determining the intensity of emotional 
states. In class demonstrations the lec-
turer manipulates the apparatus, but in 
the practical \\·ork the students themselves 
carry out the ex1)eriments and record 
their results in note books. 
'l'he examination and application of 
''mental tests'' for intelligence and voca-
tional fitness is the second main purpose 
of experim ental physchology. This part 
of the " ·ork is of grnat importance in Yie\\· 
of the problems \rhich modern education 
and industry are continualiy raising. 
Teachers, in training for their professional 
\Yark, need to know by fo ·st liancl experi-
ence how to use and appraise th e Yarious 
intelligence ancl Yocational tests which 
haYe proYed of value in other countries. 
The 1Yell-kno·m1 Binet-Simon tests, the 
Alpha test of America, and others haYe 
heen found to need modifications \\·hen 
applied under Australian conditions. In 
the new laboratory training will he 
afforded to teachers and other students in 
the proper nse of such tests. One of the 
most interestiug pieces of apparatus is 
G\fosso 's Ergograph, which registers th e 
degree of fatigue which follo\\·s the exer-
cise of certain muscles. The record is 
made automatically on the smoked surface 
of a revolving drum, and reyeals tl1e 
slightest -diminution of effort or the i1wol-
untary rests that are taken during thf' 
test. In testing quickness and accuracy of 
perceptions Hipp 's chronoscope can be· 
used to register changes that may occupy 
only one thousandth part of a second. The· 
sportsman's stop-wa,tch which registers 
tenths of a second, seems a very crude in-
strument beside su;:;h a triumph of scien-
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tific accuracy. Discl'imination of colours, 
forms, and sounds, ability to judge weights 
and distances, steadiness in movements of 
the hand, retentiveness of memory-all 
these, and many more, arc the tests which 
can be applied to mental efficiency. 
The third objeet of the laboratory is t0 
facilitate research into the nature and 
resources of the human mind. Row little, 
after all, is known of the inner processes 
of thought and the subtler shades of emo-
tion. Introspection can tell us much, but 
its "results" are too often Yitiated by the 
fact that the one obsened is at the same 
time the observer. Moreover, the keenest 
introspectim1 can never possibly detect the 
infinitesimal and unconscious reactions 
which are measured and reco1'ded by the 
eledrically controlled apparatus of the 
psyC'hological laboratory. The ideal of 
iwkrwndent research will he but slowly 
realised m this and other Australian 
laboratmies, because so much time is 
necessarily spent in teaching and practical 
demonstrations. But when demands for 
trained psychologists aire made by the 
higher branches of education, commerce, 
and industry in this country, as they are 
in R1·itain and America, a great stimulus 
will be given to post-graduate ·research. 
The Department of Modern Languages 
will utilise the resources of the laboratory, 
with the addition of special apparatus of 
its own, for the teaching of Phonetics, and 
the kymograph, which records moyements, 
can be adjusted to record sounds as well. 
It is evident that the Department of 
Philosophy will have a busy time keeping 
abreast of the rapid developments of ex-
perimental psychology abroad, and adapt-
ing the results obtained in other countries 
to the special needs of Queensland. 
---0-----
BREATH OP SPRING. 
/\. softness .spreads the earth and sky between, 
As sunbeams from a white-flecked vault ui 
blue, 
In dancing waves of gold and palest green, 
Caress and linger days that are too few, 
When Nature, waking, spreads her glorious 
sheen-
MQzaic, crimson, golden, every hue! 
And somewhere in the peaceful north-east 
wind, 
There comes a musical whisper sweet to me, 
Of Halcyon days to come. And, lo, I finu 
That in my heart is samething now set free! 
An ecstasy of j,oy, no grief could bind, 
Has entered there. And this shall be mJ 
plea-
That while I live it ever there shall stay, 
E'en though by words I cannot yet give birth 
To all the wondrows joy I know, that day 
The radiant breath of Spring first greets the 
earth, 
And the sound of many rustling leaves is gay 
With songs of birds so sweet and full of 
of mirth. 
Enraptured by the golden charm of Spring 
I dream of things unseen; in Fancy's realm 
I lose all count of time and the song I sing 
Is not of earth where troubles overwhelm; 
My ship of dreams sails on, as far I fling 
All sadness, with thy hand dear, on the 
helm! 
A. Murray Smith. 
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The Schubert Centenary 
How many are there who will glance at 
the heading of this article and turn to the 
next page 'I 
Yet the subjed is a most absorbing one, 
apart from the fact that Franz Schubert 
was in his day a much under-rated com-
poser. ln the world-wide celebrations of 
the death of this viola player, pianist of 
sorts, and composer of over 600 of the 
world's most beautiful songs, we cannot 
but look back with amazement at the utter 
neglect in a musical country of one of 
the greatest men that the art of music has 
ever claimed. Unfortunately it is a tale 
that is often told of great musicians of the 
past \rho have left the world something 
which makes the succeeding generations 
inexpressibly richer. 
In the year 1828 Schubert died at the 
age of 32, leaving a personal estate vahrncl 
at £2/10/-, among·st which was a roll of 
music mamu:cript valued at 8/6, contain-
ing some of his greatest works. In 1928 
a special committe~ in Europe is delighted 
to haYe unearthed ai distant and impoY-
erished relative of his and made him more 
comfortable; it has conducted a competi-
tion open to the composers of the wOl'ld 
fo1' the fitting commemoration of Sclrn-
bert 's death; and all over Europe and 
America his works, once sold for mere 
pittances, are being played with enthu-
siasm as a tribute to his memory. 
In these days when musical culture, 
especially in our ''musical Australia,'' is 
at a lo"' ebb, there are to be found people 
by the thousand who positively refuse to 
be convinced that there is any real plea-
sure to be derived from the music of the 
masters. To most of them the music of 
Beethoven, Chopin, Wagner, or Debussy, 
conjures up as much interest as does the 
Einstein theory to a wharf labourer. 
There may be an excuse for the man 
who declares that he cannot imderstand 
the sonatas of Beethoven, the maze of 
·wagnerian orchestration, or the elusive 
charm of Debussy. But there is none for 
the man who says that the music of 
Schubert conveys nothing to him. It 
holds no secrets. There is in it no moody 
introspection that is found in Beethoven's 
works, no striving after artificiality and 
cheap dramatic effect, no inner mysterious 
meanings to be unravelled. Wherever 
one turns in his music, be it to his songs, 
his chamber music. or his symphonies, one 
finds the same never-ending stream of 
pure transparent melody that must give 
immediate pleasure. There is always 
variety, always originality, and always a 
bright optimistic outlook. Th_e man who 
wants his ''tune · ' will find it in glorious 
abundance and how gloriously clothed. 
It is here that Schubert, if his music 
could only be heard more, wo-\,1ld convert 
half the unmusical people to the best that 
is in music. And out of a love for this 
music would grow a love for the things 
which are at present surrounded by pre-
judice. Schubert himself was always a 
poor man living for the beauty that he saw 
around Lim. His actions, interpreted by 
modern materialistic standards would 
brand him an ''artistic fool.'' And music 
lovers the world over can thank lleaYeu 
that he was. 
Schubert's greatest claims to immortal-
ity are based on his songs. He completely 
remoulded this form and gave it greater 
life and significance, No poem, however 
slight, which took his fancy at the moment 
escaped an attempt by him to clothe it in 
a musical coYering. He has set to music 
the poems of no fewer than 80 writers, 
amongst whom are found Shakespeare, 
Sir Walter Scott, and Pope, Goethe, 
Schiller, and Dante, Schopenhauer, and 
Petrarch. It is amusing in these days to 
reflect on the monetary re"·ards he re-
ceived for his work. For six songs, all 
gems, he received lO!d. each. The writer 
of "Yes, \Ve Have No Bananas" is to-day 
almost ai millionaire. What progress in a 
hundred years! 
But, however great Schubert may have 
been in his song writing he will ever be 
remembered for his chamber music. He 
was particularly fitted for this type of 
composition by reason of his early asso-
ciati·on ,in his own home with a string 
quartet. The loveliness of his B flat trio, 
his ''Trout'' quintet, and his Octet stands 
alone. They withstand the effects of pre-
judice in the unmusical and create a warm 
glow in the more musically sophisticated. 
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Passing on to his greater achievements 
we find that he has written one symphony 
which is ranked with the great Beet-
hoven's best. That is tribute enough in 
itself. 
But let ns not fall into the tiring 
expedient of merely enumerating what he 
has done. Enong-h it is to say that where 
some of tl1e great masters have failed to 
bridge the gulf that senarates the "great 
1mwashed" from the delights that music 
holds, he could attain this end if only his 
music could be heard. If every home 
knew the music of Schubert there would be 
less wrangling, fewer sore heads and 
hearts, and fewer divorces. If every 
worker knew it there ''.rould be fev.~e r 
strikes. And if the spirit of it all was put 
into practice the world over, it would he 
a liappie1· and better place. 
A. H . T. 
---0---
Science and Religion 
Science and religion! \7hat a y:ciety 
of impressions these words create i,1 dif-
ferent people! To some it c1 eutes an 
impression of bitter contest, wliere each 
opponent is trying to oust the other, such 
as "Dempsey yersus Tunney." To other.o 
science and religion represent things 
apart, with little connection between 
them. Still others regard science and re-
ligion as being greatly at variance with 
each other at the present moment, but 
that in the :future they will arrive at th ::: 
same conclusions, that they will co-opera ' r 
to ensure man's peace of mind, to show 
him how l1 e might help to increase the 
beauty, the harmony, and the happiness 
of the universe. 
The essence of science is free inquiry. 
Therefore let us, as students of science, 
attack the problem of religion as we would 
attack any other problem in nature. We 
shall find that many of the religious con-
cepts of our forefathers will need to be 
exploded. But let not that deter us . 
"Union is strength; and it is one of the 
prime duties of educated men and women 
to see that the present duality and 
antagonism at the heart of what should 
be the central unity of civilisat ion- of its 
fundamental idea,· its c-0nception of the 
universe-should be terminated." 
Let us at first attack the proble111 from 
a purely rational point of view. leaving 
out of account the emotional side. Be-
cause all of ns must admit that for religion 
to be of Yalue, it must stand the test of 
pure reasoning. :B-,or what is it that mM·lrn 
man off from the lower animals~ It is 
his high mental development. Moreover, 
biologists are agreed that :future ernlution 
in man will be along the lines of higher 
mental development rather than along 
lines of physical p1'og1·etss. Hence, for a 
religion to stand in the future, it must 
embody man's intellectual fol'mulation 0£ 
the reality with which lie is in contad. 
as well as his emotional experience of it. 
Science cannot whittle away religion as 
bentimeutal twaddlP, or as some strange 
fear complex. It must take l'eligion as a 
definite phenomenon a11cl analyse it as 
such. Thus one will find that the idea of 
God is an inevi :able p1 ocluct of biol ogical 
evolution, a1-ising when the human type 
of mind first came into being, and that 
this God has a de finite biological function. 
:B-,or the stn<.cture of man's mind is suc!1 
that he t ends to think in general terms. 
Man becomes aw:1rc of something more 
than a set of ev eJ1ts. lle becomes awal'c 
of a system of powel's operating in eyents. 
These powers act on man's mind. There 
is a power in the sun, a power in the 
lightning, in the growth of crops. Man 
frames his own idea of these powers, and 
once that idea is framed it exerts an effect 
on the rest of his ideas, his emotions, and 
his conduct. The idea may l.:;e held and 
organised in various ways. It is wh en 
the idea involves the recognition of powers 
underlying the gcnera-1 operations of the 
world, and it involves the emotions, that 
is called religious. 
This conception o.f the underlying power 
of the universe has evolved from that of 
a set of magical influences, throu-gh tb,1 
idea of particular divine beings or gods 
to the present Christian conreption, that 
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-0f one personal God. One can see how 
this conception of a personal God arose. 
Man projected the idea of that active 
agency he knew best-human personality 
-into his idea of cosmic powers. But 
can science justify this projection of per-
sonality into man's conception of God. 
Absolutely not! The march of lrnowledg~ 
shows the universe ever more clearly as 
self ordering in every minutest detail. 
But besides this idea of a personal God 
there are other things in Christianity that 
.are becoming untenable. The first chaptet· 
of Genesis is one. Miracles are another, 
.and must be regarded as delusions 01; 
unusual phenomena for which a· cause has 
not yet been found. For the student of 
science is ever reminded of the immuta-
bility of such laws as the conservation of 
mass and energy. lle cannot conceive of 
God suddenly interfering wiith the affairs 
of this world and thus upsetting the whole 
order of things for a moment, to turn good 
water into wine, or two little fishes into 
.a meal for five thousand hungry Jews. 
Ko. Science must make serious under-
minings of the structure of present-day 
Christianity. What it leaves is the raw 
material of religion-our conception of 
the powers of the universe. It remains 
for the rationalist .to remould religion so 
that it 'dll satisfy our intellectual con-
eeptions as well as our emotions. 
Man, regarded as a product of evolu-
tion, is as yet but a child. All the insta-
bility, the disharmonies of our present 
civilisation are the results of immature 
man's experiments. One by t•n c those 
experiments have failed, but man is con-
tinually obtaining more data, and more 
insight into the problems of life. It re-
mains to be seen what form of religi r n 
man will evolve. But there are some 
points of this new religion which suggest 
themselves to 1:s. 
First of all there can be no petitionary 
prayer, such as praying for rain or a sick 
person's return to health. Because, as we 
have feen, a· purely intellectual investiga-
tion of the idea of God admits of no sueh 
thing as a personal nod. 
In the' new religion the psychologist will 
play a ver:v important part. \Vl1en the 
spiritual side of us becomes disorganised, 
or its harmony in any way distnrbrd, we 
shall not regard it a.s the workings of a 
devil, and so elicit the aid of a priest to 
combat this monster. Physical illness wa~ 
first regarded as the operations of a cleYil, 
and the stricken person went to a priest 
to haYe the devil drinn out of him, so 
that he could be restored to health. But 
the physician has usurped the position o t 
the priest. In a like manner the psycho-
logist will become the physician for our 
mental disorganisations. 
The main feature about the ne'r religion 
will be its plasticity. Man has attained 
his position of biological pre-eminence 
simply by vittue of the plasticity of his 
mind, which substitutes infinitude of 
potentialiLy for the limited range of 
actuality given by the instinetive reac-tions 
of lower animals. The Bible will be re-
garded as a bible. It shall cease to he 
1·egarded as n fixed code of morals, for 
not only have our morals evolved, hut 
they will continue to evolYe. So those 
who find the Psalms of David helpful to 
them in .their daily life may ehant them to 
their hearts' content. And those vvho find 
that their idea of God-1 heir conception 
of the uniYerse-can be surnmer1 np in 
three score words, may eontinue to recite 
their creeds. To those of us who are not 
so easily satisfied, other channels will lw 
left open. vV e need not necessarily fre-
quent a place of worship to provide for 
our psychological sublimation and spirit-
ual refreshment, but we may find them 
in reading, in hearing gocd n111sie, ~rcing 
works of art and so on. The Christian 
religion offers a kind of socialism, but it 
attaches too much importance to equality 
of men in some future life. Our new re-
ligion will see that this state of equality 
is confined mol'e to this life, where tl~e 
evils due to inequality of opportunity 
exist. 
\Vhen one considers the emotional side 
of rr.an 's life one sres the diffieulty of 
derouneing- the Christian conception of a 
personal nod. Life has been evolving for 
untold millions of years, we believe. But 
evolutionary progress has ah,·ays been a 
kind of blind force, by a process of natural 
selection, which was often wasteful and 
slow. But with the advent of man evolu-
tionary progress becomes conscious. Man 
himself is able to assist the driving power~ 
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·of the universe, to make evolutionary pro-
cesses less wasteful, and to accelerat e 
them. It is because man is able to assist 
these unknown powers that he seeks some 
sort of communion with them in order 
that he may act in harmony with them. 
But he can do so only by vesting them 
" ·ith something very much akin to person-
ality. For a man cannot commune with a 
storm or a cat-at least intelligent people 
cannot. Man must remember that this 
introduction of personality is only for his 
convenience. It is not a proYable scientifi c-
fact. 
Thus of the three attitudes towards-
"science and religion" cited above, the 
last is the only sane one. Let us all, then, 
accept our share of the task and see tha t 
all that is false and irrational in reiigion 
is removed, and that it is rebuilt on a. 
firm foundation of truth and reality, so-
that it may assist in the evolutionary pro-
gress ·of the world. 
N'. Smith 
---o---
English Aristocrats of Hugh Walpole 
It is a, product of these days that there 
seems to be a constant \\·arfare between 
the different arbitrary diYisions of social 
life. Mlany people, often not in the 
slightest degree influenced Ol' inter·ested, 
debate the questions of aristocraey, 
and the like, with eloquence and Yigour. 
Therefore it is not to be wondered at, that 
present-day novelists endeavour to giYe 
their ideas and impressions of this 
problem. 
The average Australian is apt to decry 
the inherent traditions and dignity of 
breeding that is seen only in the fine old 
aristocrats of England. We pride om·-
selves on our freedom of social r estric-
tions; we congratulate ourse ]yes on th e 
standard we adopt, and seek 1·efuge i11 
that rather threadbare cry of all men 
being equal, and r egard \\'ith srorn an,\·-
thing that savours of aristoeracy. We 
quote the French Revolution to bolst er 
up our contentions, priding ourselves in 
that we are free of all dominating infln-
ences and ideas as then, and can display 
our own thoughts and beliefs as something 
which is wholly individual and original. 
But yet, though we cloud the issue we 
cannot escape the fact that there is an 
immeasurable "·orth in the best traditions 
of a true aristocracy. 
Then let us look for a moment at a 
character in \Valpol e's "Wintersmoon." 
\Vildherne, Lord Poole, one of the young 
}Jroducts of that dying class, is speaking 
-and perhaps we niight regard him a;.;; 
the mouth-piece of l~ngland's best tradi-
tions:-
"After all," lie says, "whether it is 
because we are old-fashioned or stnpi f1 
or whatever our reasons may be, we both 
believe in good things- we belieYe in our 
fathers who went before us and the 
England that they made. We bclien, in 
spite of her faults and stupidities, tha t 
England is "·orthy of all love ancl de\"0-
tion, and \1: e believe that our class, in 
spite ag·ain of faults and stupidities, f' an 
do something for her by keeping wha t 
is good in that class and using it.'' 
\Ve might regard these " ·ords as art 
adequate summing-up of tht- most deepl,,-· 
rooted principles of English aristocrac.1·. 
They give the clue to the thoughts now 
influencing and moulding the lives of "a!T 
those quiet decorous people, poor as miel' 
many of them, standing aside altogether 
from any movements or war-cries of the 
day living in their quiet little houses, or 
their empty bi'g ones, clever some of them, 
charitable all of them, but never asserting 
their positi.on or estimating it.'' 
One of the tendencies of to-day is to 
speak somewhat pessimistically of the 
topsy-turviness of present-day life, and 
to bewail that London or any other par-
ticular town is "running swiftly to th :c> 
dogs, the Upper Classes drinking cock-
tails and dancing eternally to the jazzies1-
of music, the Middle Cla_sses l1opeles'jl~­
and aimlessly impoverished, · the Lo"·Cl' 
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Classes rebellious, revolutionary, idle and 
dole-fed!'' 
What does Walpole say of tl1ese condi-
tioi.1s 1 In a Dedicatory Letter, as an 
introduction· to "'Nintersmoon," lie 
explains that in four books-'' The Duchess 
of Wrexe," "The Green :JUirror," "'rhe 
Young Enchanted,'' and '' Wintersmoon · · 
-he gives his idea of England fiom 1900 
to 1927. In "The Duchess or \Vrexe," 
taking as his mouthpiece "Little Felix 
Brun," he divides the English ruling 
classes into three parties-the .. '..utocrnt,.;, 
the Democrats, and the Aristocrats. In 
"Wintersmoon" Felix Brun, alter an a b-
sence of many years from London, again 
Yoices the opinions of Wal pole. The 
Autocrats, with the Duchess of Wrexc as 
their Queen, had long lost their irn\\'el" 
and influence, and now were gone for 
.eyer; the Democrats had been helped to 
power by the War, and it was "they anrl 
the membe1·s of the old Autocratic party 
whom disaster and poYerty had dl'in'll 
into their ranks, who danced and kicked 
their way through the illustrated papers 
. . . . . they were food for the noHlist 
" ·ho wanted dazzling pictures with post-
impressionist colours and Freudian titles.'· 
There remained, however, the Aristo-
crats-the Chichesters, the Medleys, the 
Duke and Duchess of Romney and tl1ei;.· 
entourage, .·old Lord Bearriinste,r, Lady 
Seddon and other titled folk who gathered 
at ITalkin Street and down in ''Tiltshirc 
at the beautiful, historic mansion of 
Wintersmoon. 
Throughout the book, through the tra-
gedy of the dying pageantry of English 
aristocracy, side by side with the tragedy 
.of the personal story, stands Winte1·smoon 
-"its grey walls dimly lit 'rith a sheen 
of rolour .... the wood's russet sce1i1-
1ng to stretch its shadows like a net over 
walls and lichened roofs." I seemed to 
feel tlie spell of \Vintersmoon even as in 
·"The C'a"thedral," \Valpole 's earlier story 
of proYinrial life ..... But I am digress-
ing. 
Returning to these Aristocrats, now the 
"quiet, decorous people" of Littl e Felix 
Brun, ''i.:e find that they have retained, 
above everything else, their dignity and 
self-respect, "qualities that the Democrats 
had los-t long ago!" 
Perhaps it will be helpful if we take the 
views -of a younger member of tNs class---
Sir Thomas Seddon. '' vV e belieYe,'' he 
says, "that our class· and its traditions 
means a lot for England, and if you keep 
the fine side of it, you '11 be making bette e 
history for England, than if you let it all 
go. ·what we feel is that 'i.:e can do more 
for England, and for the world, t·oo, by 
being ourselves instead of pretending to 
be parlour Socialists and sham BolsheYiks. 
.... " Later on he says to his uncle, old 
Lord John Beaminster, '' . . . . after all,. 
there is something in ha Ying a family, aud 
something in loYing the same soil so rnan~­
years; you get something back-something 
your ancestors l1a Ye given you!" 
Discerning w1·iters have spoken on many 
and varied occasions of the remnants of 
this passing Victorian ciYilisation, the 
dying pageant of these prosaic ages, and 
there seems ·to be general regret that this 
should be so. But are they not a little 
too pessimistic about things~ (Jrantecl 
that we are gradua-lly losing something of 
benefit to us, may we not ask whether or 
not something is slowly taking its place? 
All phases of ciYilisation must eYentuall~' 
pass, and surely 'rn do not imagine that 
when these fine aristocratic sentiments 
and ideals gradually become merged in 
the newer, rising ideals of an advancing 
civilisation, that we shall have gone down-
wards and backwards. What is wanted 
is a more optimistic outlook. The glorious 
traditions of family and name, the splen-
did examples of far-off ancestors, and the 
dignity and nobility which characterize 
the living mem hers of that aristo~ratie 
class cannot disappea·r entirel~-. All the 
best in them-and these are times which 
call forth the Yery best in us-will he 
ultimately joined '"ith the best ideals and 
sentiments ol' the young-, rising genera-
tions to whom we must look in times to 
rome fo1· onr leaders in political, commer-
cial, and relig·ious life. 
However, it behoves us to make a short 
resume of seYeral of the aristocra-ts which 
people II ugh "r alpole 's books with sucl1 
astonishing clearness and vividness. \Yit h 
reference to these it seems that the elderly 
male "haracters are much more appealing 
tl1an the younger, and indeed, " ·e might 
mention that there is a tendency nmYadays 
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to find the elder characters very much 
more human and attractive than their 
younger relations, and I do not think that 
it is wholly the fault of the author. Al-
though ·one admires the dignified strength 
and reserve of these elder aristocrats, it 
must be said that the younger members 
of that class evoke no appreciation o~ 
their individual personalities. Even though 
we have taken him as the mouthpiece of 
English traditions, Wildherne, Lord 
F\oole, is lacking in that quiet, dignified 
yet strong, reserve which is so graceful in 
his father, the Duke of Romney. Prem 
\Vildherne, one gets an impression of a 
wooden, unemotional figure in an unreal 
pageant, and when we close the book the 
impressions which remain are not gained 
from his character. But we remember the 
older members of those who gather at 
I-Ialkin Street, London, and down in Wilt-
shire at W,'<intersmoon. There is ·wild-
herne 's father, whose courtesy to others, 
his gentleness and yet his authority with 
the men of his estates-this ccurtesy 
which came, as Wildherne himself real-
ised, from "a deep modesty that would 
have been shyness had there been in his 
character more egDism"; genial Lord John 
Beaminster, who was not happy unless he 
could exclude all unhappiness from his 
friends and his surroundings, and who 
felt ''as he looked down at the cascades 
and jets of humanity tossed fruitlessly 
at his walls, all the pride of a good, old 
mariner in his taut and seaworthy vessel''; 
Lady Rachel Seddon, whose life had been 
a conflict between the settled principles 
of the old Duchess -of Wrexe and IH'r fam-
ily, and the newer "un-English" aspect 
of many things, so that even now her hus-
band had died leaving only her son, jovial, 
big-hearted Thomas Seddon-whom she 
was to lose also-she seemed apart, 
strange, remofo from people so English. 
It was perhaps "the Russian blood in her, 
something sad and brooding behind her 
vitalitv and fun"; finally there is Janet 
Grandison, her closest, dearest, in fact, 
her only true friend. Sl1e is easily the 
finest character in the book, and for her 
parallel we must look to Lady Rachel 
Seddon herself, in whose life there was 
something ·of the difficulties which Janet 
had to bear. Perhaps it was this hidden 
link which created the union between. 
them. Difficult though her life was, with 
the burden of her selfish, beautiful sister 
Rosalind, yet the grace and goodness of 
her noble character enabled her to emerge 
triumphant at last happy in the khow-
ledge tha·t she and Wildhernc were going 
to work together-to do something wortll 
while befo1 e their time came ·to leave this 
earth of ours. 'l'here is no better compli-
ment to pay her than to echo the words o L'. 
the Duke of Romney, when he said, "0i'. 
all the young women in London, he liked. 
her the best.'' 
Then, of course, there are minor char-
acters: the Duchess of Romney, l\Iis:; 
Crabbage, her secretary, Hunt, the Duke's 
secretary, the Reverend Charles Pomeroy, 
M. Felix Brun, who is never quite happ / 
unless he can find a listener to his, theo1·ies 
and talk of his beloved London ; th e 
Mossops, the Dnrants, the Chicheste1·s, th e 
Medleys, the Weddons, and the whole bril-
liant array of titled folk wh0 are Wal-
pole's English aristocracy. 
In an earlier book we have the lluches-; 
of \Vrexe-a character, "with its furies 
and its disciplines, its indulgences and 
its amazing restrictions, its sympathies, 
and cold-blooded cruelties, its tremendou:; 
sense of the dramatic moment so that 
again and again a position that had been 
nearly surrendered, was held and. saved. 
. . . . " And this was the woman who 
upheld the power of the Autocrats, and 
to whom the English papers referred, at 
her death, as the one-time .. Queen of 
English society even during the long time 
of her sickness, ''during the thirty yea I's 
that she was completely hidden"-sh e 
who was now a dim fantastic figure of 
the memory! 
These then are his English aristocrats, 
and I like to think that Walpole has given 
us a faithful picfore of them. .Aud be-
cause no story of them is complete without 
their humbler retainers we must mention 
kind-hearted Mrs. BeddoPs, charlady to-
Janet and Rosalind Grandison. 
Nor can we forget Hignett, whet was in 
Wildl1erne 's words, "family butler, fac-
to·tum, friend.'' With these humbler 
characters Walpole is as much at ·ease as 
with his Dukes and Duchesses, and his 
regard for each is sincere and faithfuL 
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'The old Duke of Romney is an instrument 
in the awakening of Janet and Wildherne 
to a better, mutual understanding, but 
these humble, affectionate serya,nts play 
their big part, too. 
Bound up in the li\'es of these aristo-
crats is their regard for London, and 
Walpole voices their thoughts as ,,·ell as 
his own. 
Think of a March afternoon· with Lon-
don wreathed in a brown, sunny mist that 
transmuted the old grey stone, the win-
dows and doors, with an amber light, and 
when Lon~on becomes "of more import-
ance than its inhabitants.'' The geniality 
is that of an old gentleman taking his 
ease at his club window and watrhing the 
world go by. No other city has that 
masculine geniality-New York moves too 
fast; it cannot afford the time; Paris is 
too feminine; old Rome too c·onscious of 
modern Rome to be lighthearted; Stock-
holm, too physically material; Peters burg 
-alas, poor Petersburg, Petrograd, Lenin-
grad, sinking back into its marsh whence 
so recently it climbed !-but your old, 
brown, smiling gentleman, rotund-stom-
ached, clear-eyed, too unimaginative to be 
disturbed by the strange mutterings be-
yond his window, he is still there, ttrn 
guardian of the world's tradition." 
That conception of London is masterly, 
and I do not think that I can choose a 
better note on which to close. May I per-
haps say that although I am Australian-
born, yet do I like to think of the Bnglish 
Aristocrats of Hugh Walpole as guardians 
of the world's best traditions, too! 
BLUE W ATERLILIES. 
Reed-rimmed the prosaic pond still skirts the 
way, 
But o'er the sombre prose of yesterday 
Blue poetry has blown. 
Blue, still, and fair upon the water's breast, 
Broad placid petals deepening down, 
Curve to the rich-ringed heart of gold 
Where dreaming sunlights rest. 
A chalice meet all fancies sweet to hold; 
While alien thoughts in fragrnnce drown, 
Yet unexpressed. 
All the soft mystery of ea3tern nights, 
All the enchantment of the Far-away, 
Sleeps in its heart, surrounded by the lights-
The glancing lights 
And fleeting shadows of a summer's day. 
So might they grace the spring of fields 
Elysian 
Nor in those kindred airs the richer bloom: 
Fanned by the angel-wings that prophets 
vision, 
With angels' breath be mingled their perfur:B. 
And only there would all the thoughts have 
room 
That lie within its being to unfold 
In beauty rare. 
And all the sleeping melody they hold 
Could waken . . . . there. 
Z. Stables. 
A. Murray Smith. 
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Eugenics and Democracy 
The application of scientific knowledge 
in the realm of politics is slow in coming; 
i t has been slow in the past because politics 
have not been studied as a science; and it 
would appear that the prospect of its 
application in some of tbe more important 
r ealms of politics will become. slower still 
in the future. I refer to the discoYerics 
of the science of Eugenics and the appli-
cation of these diseoYeries to sol\'e som e 
of the most important pmctical problems 
which concern governments to-day. 
Interest in population is not new. It is 
t o be found in the "Republic" of Plato, 
who discusses in an effective way ehieJ:ly 
its quality. It is to he found in the 
French Encyclopaedis1s and the Econom-
ists who were concerned more with quan-
tity. We find it again in Malthus, and 
later in Sir Isaac Galton, both of whom 
treated the subject Yery seriously. 'l'he 
interest shown by these writers has mani-
fested itself in practice chiefly in connec: -
tion with the quantity of population, and 
little has been done to giYe effect to those 
theories which concern quality. 
In Australia, interest in population is 
shown to some extent both as regards 
quality and quantity. Some attempt is 
being made to populate Australia, and to 
populate it with decent people. But the 
method adopted, of accepting only the best 
of those immigrants offering themselves 
from other countries, is purely a national 
. consideration; it is by no means cosmo-
politan. Other countries, it seems, must 
take the rejected undesirables to their 01rn 
detriment, if Australia will not. 
On the other, Japan is concerned ·with 
the difficult task of finding food and accom-
modation for her tremendous and contin-
ually increasing population; and it might 
seem that it is here, among the fertile 
~-ellow races, that we would first expect 
the application of the discoveries of 
Eugenics. But here again the problem 
would be regarded as purely national. 
The growth of cosmopolitanism may 
have its effect here. The problem oi' 
Japan would seem to be to get rid of a 
surplus population regardless of its qual-
ity, because of its restricted land area. 
Suppose the League of .N"ations conic! inte1·~ 
vene, and succeed in permitting the elltry 
of all coloured races into all parts of the 
world, Ja pan's problem 1rould be solYed 
from the national point of Yiew. J:.'rom a 
cosmopolitan view-point, there is another 
problem to be solved. lt is common kno\\·-
ledge to-day that as we rise in the soeial 
scale productivity deereases, that is to 
say, while the lower classes continue to in-
crease, those aboYe which ineYitably con-
tain the better class of people, cleerease. 
Further, there is the possil>ility tliat tl1c 
standa1·d of the elasses below 11·ill tend to 
sink, since any little talent which is tlic l'e 
will tend to rise out of its level to the class 
above, and thereupon cease to reproduce 
itself; and that the dregs of the upper 
classes will sink to the classes below and 
adopt their attitude towards reproduction. 
Hence we get a <'Ontinual increase in num-
bers and decrease in quality in the 10\rnr 
classes, and a decrease in numbers and 
some small increase in quality in the upper 
classes. Ultimately the upper ·classes 11·ill 
disappear. This is the problem as stated 
by Lothrop Stoddard, who no doubt states 
the case in its worst aspect. II01yeye1» 
the problem remains, and his solution is 
the application of Eugenics, and what is 
generally known as the segregation of the 
unfit. 
If the scheme were to be made use of, 
it would have to be made a state mattet . 
Regulations c·ontrolling· the quality breed-
ing would haYe to be introduced and en-
forced by the government. The upper 
classes which haYe hitherto refused to 
breed must be compelled in some 1rny to 
do so. The lower classes who are 11·illin;s· 
to l>reed must be 1·estricted. They mnst 
be treated in the same 1rny as l~maties. 
Both classes must be compelled to do 11·hat 
they have hitherto sho11·n themselYes lm-
willing or unable to do. On the one 
hand, we ha.ve people able to support chil-
dren, but unwilling; on the other hancl. 
people unable to support them, hut quit~ 
willing to produce. To make the appli-
cation of Stoddard's solution more difficult 
vve have democratic government almost 
everywhere. 
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lt seems characteristic of democracy 
that it is accompanied by a tendency on 
the part of the people to disrega·rd the 
law. There is the feeling that because the 
nation makes the laws, that the nation can 
equally well break them. It is no very 
distant step to assert that if a law is un-
satisfactory to any large section of the 
people, that they are morally justified in 
breaking it; and further that the state is 
not justified in enforcing it. 
Consider this frame of mind in a state, 
and it must become clear that the applira-
tion of Eugenics and the segregation of the 
unfit in a democratic state are alike im-
practicable. W,hile you ha.ve a dernorracy, 
you cannot resist the tendency to maintain 
that there are certain rights inborn in 
man, which he can assert not only against 
his fellows, but also if necessary, against 
the state; and it would be impossible to 
attempt to constrain any large number of 
people into submitting to something which 
would depriYe them of what they woulu 
regard as tlieir most fundamental right-
the right to life itself. To those who up-
hold democracy as the best attainable form 
of government, as being the only form 
which gives a citizen the right to have 
some say in the control of his actions, the 
solution of the problem lies in a direction 
which science discountenances--education. 
It is not upheld by science because it has 
been found that no amount of education 
will reform the criminally insane. 'l'h e 
only solution which seems at all prnctil'-
able lies in a benevolent despotism with 
surpassing wisdom and foresight, and a 
power at its disposal to enforee its com-
mands, irrespective of the will of it,; 
subjects. Such a power as this cannot 
be found in democracy, and it would seem 
that if we are to consist of a race whirh 
will be strong mentally and physically. 
that we must give up our beloved demo-
cracy and allow ou1·selves to b.e governed 
for our own good- a fitting punishment 
for a rare whirh long ago showed that it 
either did not kno\\· how or "·as quite 
unablr to govern itself. 
l\r.lL 
L'IDEE. 
If this, our life be but a day in span 
In the eternal sphere of things that .are, 
If years which, passing, mark the life of man, 
Move forward ·still, relentless as a 1star. 
In its set course, Oh, soul, who since my life 
began 
Have been imprisoned, why should you still 
mar 
Yourself in darkness, since, my soul, you can 
Your pennoned wing uplift and fly afar? 
There is the glory that my soul desires, 
There is 1the rest •o which the world .aspire<>, 
There liveth love, aye love and pleasure, too. 
There in the heavens will my soul find rest 
There will I find the glory of my quest-
Ideal beauty, which on earth I woo. 
-(Translated by "Lemlara" from the French 
cf J. du Bellay.) 
October, 1928. 
C. E . Montague 
C. B. Montague is dead: his epitapl1 
will, l hope, be "He is an l~nglishman." 
This is not deliYered "·ith the ironic 
inflection of the original. Montague knew 
England, her land, her buildings, her 
literature, and her meil, and loved them. 
His love letters are seyen Yolnmcs of melli-
fluous prose. -
Montague was a journalist on tlie 
"Manchester Guardian,' which Wells, \Vi t1 1 
the cautious qualification, "after its 
fashion,'' ranked as the finest newspaper 
in the world. Ile ended his career as 
editor of that j·ournal, and during it pub-
lished snen books, the first in 1910 and 
the last in 1927; of these the majority y·e1 c 
published after the \\·ar had ended. His 
first book is a novel, and his last a no\·el, 
and the remainder with the exception of 
one other novel and one collectron of short 
stories a·re belles-lettres. 
Proof of his utter E11glishry is demon-
strable from his work. The first and most 
obvious sign is his profound knowledge 
of and love for the works of another a:q 
English as himself, William Shakespeare. 
His knowledge is not profound in the 
sense that he can discuss the quantity of 
half-linrs in Antony and Cleopatra, 'Or 
speculate with something of accuracy as 
to the identity of the Dark lJady, or that 
he cfln rPad more meanings into it phrase 
tl1an any other commentator. Jfo know:-: 
the plays as plays, the characters as men 
and women, the lines as poetr~· , and all as 
pieces of magnificently artistic construc-
tion, and does not regard them as subjects 
for that ghoulish dismemberment charac-
teristic of a literary autopsy. 1t requi'res 
a thorough understanding, a nice appre-
ciati·on, not a mere academic knowledge 
to write such a delightful piece of nonsense 
as the story "My Friend the Swan," 
which appeared in the stories collectetl 
under the name of ''Fiery Particles'' in 
1923. This story depends for success of 
its presentation of quotations from Shalze-
speare. And Montagne quotes not wi'th 
mere aptness, but with that hyper-aptness 
that comes of intimate acqnaintance, with 
that delicate inflection of word or line 
that gives the sense of someth ing super-
added. Mor·eover he can put Shakespeare 
to the supreme test of the true classic, 
i.e., apply him, and shows in him that 
l'eady adaptability with which a classic 
conforms to contemporary conditions. No 
better example of this could be discovered 
than in "Disenchantment," w hie it was 
first publislted in 1924, and lashed the 
heroics of the war with a stinging irony. 
Knowing the adaptability of Sl1akespeare 
he says as much: ''Shakespeare srems to 
have known what there is · to IJe known 
about our Great War of 1914-1918. And 
he was not censored. So he put iii to his 
Henry IV. and Henry V. a lot of little 
things our press Lad to leave out at tlte 
time for the good of the country. Jf you 
look closely you can see them lying about 
all over the plays. There is the ugiy affair 
of the pyx, at Corbie, on the Somme; 
there are the little irregularities in re-
cruiting; there are the small patches of 
baddish moral on the coast and even in 
Picardy; there is the painful case of the 
oldish lieutenant who drank and had cold 
feet, after talking bigger than anyone 
else. One almost expects to find some-
thing in Henry Y. about the mutiny at 
Etaples or the predilection of the AL:s-
tralians for chickens." Then he proceeds 
to demonstrate the truth of his proposi-
tion: "Hotspur, in deathless words lias 
aired the eternal grudge of the combatant 
soldier against the Brass Hat-
1 remember when the fight was done 
When I was dry with rage and extre~e toil, 
Breathless and faint, leaning upon my sword, 
Came there a certain lord , neat and trimly 
dressed, 
Fresh as a brideg·room. 
So the jaundiced narrative flows on and 
on, doing the fullest justice on record to 
some of the main heads of the front line's 
immemorial distaste for the Staff." 
Nor is it Shakespeare only that }fon-
tague knows. To proYide the essentials 
for such characters as Fay in "A Hind 
Let l1oosc,'' and Oolin ~Iarrh ancl \-irtor 
Nevin in "Rough Justice," you rnnst he 
able to do more with literature than mouth 
the sounding names of great authors in 
the hope someone may be trapped into the 
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belief that you have J'ead them. As with 
Shakespeare so \\·ith others, his quota-
tions are apt and come with the readiness 
bred of familiarity. Nor is any thread-
bare; none is eYen shiny at the elbows. 
But where he most betrays his Englisliry 
is in his characters. "Betrays" is, pc1·-
haps not strictly correct, for he is a shame-
less patriot, Bngland is to him indeed, 
''this other Eden, demi-paradise.'' But 
his patriotism does not run him into the 
apotheosis of the Englishman, nor the 
blind contempt for any not fortunate 
enough to haYe been bol'n to heer and tlie 
abuse of the goYernment, it is pure loYe 
of country, loYe of her very faults and 
failings. lle ha:,; as a result achieved tlJe 
characterisation of that mythical individ-
ual, the typical Englishman. Auheron 
Garth in "Rough Justice" is this ex-
tremely neat synthesis, but being syn-
thetic he is not thoroughly real. Charac-
ters like Colin l\J arch in "Rough Justice,·' 
Dick in '' I \ Hind Let Loose,'' and, to a 
certain extent, Rose Burnage in "Right 
Off the l\Iap '' are more realistic. 'l'hey 
leave the impression that into them is pro-
jected a portion of the autl1or, viz., the 
ironical, the cynical l\Ir. l\Iontague. 'J'liey 
are in fact the personification of irony, 
and irony is Montague 's most obviou:,; 
trick of style. In "Disenchantment," 
when the horror of the war was strong 
upon him he writes with an envenomed 
pen; in "Rough Justice" he is a little less 
bitter; in "Right Off the Map" there is 
pure irony, he stops twisting his knife in 
the wound and leaves only a long stingi11t1,· 
slash. The characters that ring most 
truly are what are really the lesser cbai·-
acters, the soldiers. They arc not the im-
possibly delightful inventions of Kipling 
nor the delightfully impossible cl'eations 
·which issue in their silent strength, from 
"Sapper's" disordered bmin, they are the 
truest portrayals sinre Nym, Bardolph, 
Pistol, and Fluellen. ,\ nd this is because 
the material for their composition was 
poured into the mould at white molten 
heat from a war-inflamed mind. Montague 
knew the \\·ar from experience, experienee 
more bitter even than the sentences in 
which he wrote of it. 
But as in characterisation Montague is 
brilliant, so i't is in characterisation that 
he fails. His major charncters become 
stock figures, sometimes he does not eYen 
trouble to trick them out in a nc"· ga1·b. 
Dick, in ''A Hind Let Loose,'' becomes 
Auberon Garth in "Rough Justice," and 
he in turn becomes Willan in "Right Off 
the Map.'' Fay and Colin l\Iarch arc simi-
lar, and Colin appears in t\\·o of th e short 
stories as well as in "Hough Jlistice. '' 
Roads (a probable caricature of North-
cliffe) appears in ''A Hind Let Loose'' and 
in "Rough Justice," and there is much of 
him in the make-up of Bute in "Right Off 
the Map.'' This repetition of characters 
is explainable if we regard Anberon Garth 
as his interpretation of the English char-
acter, Colin l\Iarch as a hit of deft sclf-
projection, and Roads as the promoter of 
cheap journalism which he hated. To 
counteract this recurrence of types , it is 
pleasant to realise that th el'(I is no one 
quite like the German musician in ''A 
Hind Let Loose,'' no one quite like Cor-
poral Cart or Immals, no one quite like 
Lovel Waters. 
Montague is as \\·ell a tragedian. In 
all the novels there is a shadow of tragedy 
in some more deep than in others. "~ \. 
Hind Let Loose'' could easily be named 
''The 'l'ragedy of Dick''; ''Rong h Just ice' ' 
with even greater accuracy could he 
called '' 'l'he Tragedy of Victor N eYin''; 
and more so than the other two, the ob-
vious description of "Right Off the Map" 
would be "The Tragedy of ·willan. " Here, 
of course his irony is a great asset. What 
better example of dramatic irony could be 
desired than that in "Rough Justice" 
where Victor Nevin welcomes the ne\\·s of 
the declaration of war with glittering 
words in golden phrases, weaving his sen-
tences into a bewildering web of delicate 
traceries. Auberon less acute than Victor 
misinterprets him, and assumes tha t l' e 
means that they all enlist as privates. Vic-
tor is driYen out to France by the force of 
horrid circ'l1mstances, and by the force of 
more horrid· cirr11rnstances he is driYen to 
deserti'on for ~1'11ich he is later tried hv 
court martial and shot. In "Right Off 
the Map" tl1ere is a similar situation. 
Willan is leading a force to the relief of 
Ria City where his friend Burnage is 
making half-hearted endeavours to hold 
out. Just as the messenger announcing 
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his approach penetrates into the city Bm·-
nage surrenders. His conqueror instructs 
Burnage to inform Willan of his capitula-
tion and to order him to lay clown his 
arms. This Willan refuses to do believing 
that his friend could not send such a me8-
sage, that he " ·ould not give in with so 
poor a struggle. ·wi1lan continues his 
march to the city, his small force is natur-
ally overwhelmed, and he himself is tried 
and hanged as a rebel. 
.All this is coucltecl in a noble prose. 
Montague was one of the few modern 
writers of English whose style was abso-
lutely of the first rank. It is not com-
posed of rolling' periods, it is not in the 
slightest degree a rhetorical prose. It 
flows smoothly forward in a limpid 
stream, breaking occasionally in to a fine 
rainbov,· spray of colourful description. 
These patches occur in the novels at fre-
quent intervals, but are there of n ecessity 
short on account of the interrupting pas-
sages of dialogue. In ''Disenchantment,'' 
where dialogue is practically absent, we 
have his finest expression, and that in it 
he is not hampered by any lack of voca-
bulary is apparent from the following.-
"How many l had seen outlive their 
little youth of groundless hope, from the 
approach along the darkened road.~ 
through summer nights, the eastern sky 
pulsating with its crimson flush, the wild 
glow always leaping up and always draw-
ing in, and the waiting cavalry's lances 
upright, black and multitudinous :n road-
side fields, impaling the blencl1ing sky 
just above the horizon; and then, in the 
bald dawn, the backward trickles of 
wastage swelling into great streams or 
rather friezes seen in silhouette across the 
fields, the trailing processions of wounded, 
English and German, on foot and on stret-
chers, dripping so much blood that some 
of the tracks v1·ere flamboyantly marked 
for miles across country; and then the 
evening's reports with their anxiou. 
efforts to show that we had gained some-
thing worth having. Was it to be only 
Loos and the Somme and Arras and 
FlaJJders and Cambrai, all over again 1" 
And so from sentence to sentence, 
from paragraph to paragraph, from page 
to page-
"The rich stream of music flows aiong. 
Deep, majestie , smcoth, and strong." 
JOURNEY'8 END. 
A morningful of darting swallows 
And a sunlit space where trees have thinned ..• 
There shines the track that Fancy follows 
Through the summer-scented hollows 
Beneath a low broad-blowing wind. 
Across the breadths of distance gleaming 
Across the day it winds until 
It fades where splendid skies are seeming 
To hold the world in magic dreaming 
Beneath a sunset red and still. 
Then comes a darkness far-extending 
An all-effacing pathless night, 
'Vhere haply all our ways are ending 
And unknown skies are deeply bending 
With unfamiliar stars alight. 
Z. Stables. 
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Musical A ppreciation 
It has been said, with a large proportion 
of truth, that appreciation is the basis of 
all criticism. 'l'his generalisation is pecu-
liarly applicable in the case of a musical 
work of art. Here, on,_, cannot hope to 
appreciate without being critical; w!tiJ e 
without appreciation our criticism becomes 
cold, and inartistic. The two terms, then, 
run hand in hand. Both, although neces-
sary, start successively; the appreciation 
coming first. We find ourselves affected 
by some melodious piece, and we begi1• to 
analyse the reasons for this-the stepping 
stone to a basis for criticism. The ya]ue 
of our criticism depends on the standard 
of our appreciation, which in turn reflects, 
more or less accurately, tl:e colour of our 
ideals. The conception of ideals serves as 
a standard, by which we appreciate or 
criticise; and it follows that if our ideals 
are erroneous our appreciation or criticism 
must likewise be unsound. 
Returning now to appreciation we are 
faced with the difficulty, that the majority 
of people think they are musical merely 
because the sounds are pleasing to their 
senses. This must be true of any person 
who has the slightest sense of harmony, 
because the laws on which harmony is 
based were primarily based on pleasing 
combinations of sounds. Any person whose 
musical insight extends no further is 
certainly not musical, although he may 
have been had he lived in the long past 
days when chanting was the order of the 
day. 
True musical appreciation is of two 
kinds-intellectual, and inherent. Of 
these the latter is by far the deepe-r, and 
more significa11t. Some people di'scard 
the former, but this not justified. Person-
ally, I do not stress its importance, but 
one must remember that tbe citadel of 
music has been largely built up on an 
intellectual basis, and n ot solely on a 
basis of inner emotion. People '~ho have 
a good intellectual appreciation are not 
too common, while those who have a soul 
for music are very thinly scattered. Both 
types of appreciation ar e very much 
abused in these days of so.cial artificiality, 
when social and other gatherings cease 
talking for a few minutes, while so-and-s,) 
renders his or her piece. After the inter-
lude we hear a few remarks of ''very 
nice," etc., and the gossip continues. Bveu 
a lot of good concerts really degenerate 
to this level of "appreciation"; for it is 
considered fashionable to be "musical" 
these days; and the obvious way of being 
in the fashion is to go to such concerts, or 
buy a gramophone, and extol the qualities 
of the masters to all your friends. 
As its name signifies, intellectual appre-
ciation results from a knowledge of the 
art. A person studies theory, and on 
examining a cornposibon he finds tile 
harmonics interwoven with remarkable 
skill, a unique blending of major and 
minor tones, and perhaps subtle thematic 
variations, etc. Upon realising this skill 
of the composer, he begins to realise the 
difficulties that have been surmounted, 
and with such knowledge begins his 
intellectual appreciation. We hea1; of 
people becoming "educated" to Bee-
thoven's music. By carefully studying 
this master's methods they can acquire 
a good intellectual appreciation; but they 
must not take the ·Jsual step after this, 
and conclude that they have a musiral 
soul, merely because the music sounds 
pleasing to them. Of course the music of 
the world is of such varied types, that il i:;; 
possible for a person to appreciate one 
type of music at once, but he may require 
some little instruction before he appre-
ciates another type. Brahms is a particu-
lar case I haYe in mind. This just depends 
on the person himself, but with study he 
will at least help to develop any intellec-
tual appreciation he may have. 
"The man with a soul for music is as 
rare as man himself" is an old wittirism. 
Perhaps it is easier to find a man, than a 
person .. witli a soul for music, although 
whichever way we look at it is not without 
1Some regret. Although the rarer type of 
appreciation we more often fi'nd this type 
as being interpreted as "pleasing to the 
senses." Most people who only think 
they are musical will agree they have little 
or no intellectual appreciation; but very 
few indeed will admit that their inherent 
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.appreciation is as small or even less. Why 
not be frank about it~ What is derogatory 
.about admitting that one has not been 
favoured by the Muses. This type of 
.appreciation is much rarer, and unfor-
tunately far more difficult to define. It 
twangs the heartstrings of our inmost self. 
It raises our emotions to ecstatic heights, 
while at the same time it fatl 1oms t~1e 
profoundest convictions of our own philo-
sophy. Whatever it is we can be certain 
that such a musical appreciation is im-
possible without the concurrence of ele-
vated ideals. Musical appreciation without 
a lofty idealism is purely and simply 
fantastic. Music to the truly musical 
represents the modes in which they would 
sing of their ideals, had they been fav-
oured with the creative faculty. The 
absence of this faculty does not of neces-
sity render a person unmusical, as there 
arc many cases of genuine appreciation 
analagous to the "mute poets" cases of 
·Carlyle. Since the ideals of music are 
among the loftiest conceptions of the 
human mind, and heart, it follows that the 
higher ma11's ideals, the more genuine is 
his appreciation of the art. 
A critic has said thait although the fields 
of both appreciation overlap (and in tlw 
ideal both are combined), 11·e can best 
differentiate with illustrations. The man 
with the intellectual type appreciates 
music when he is in the right environment. 
He is not the man to stop when passing 
down the street to listen to a selection 
that he hears by chance, however excellent 
it may be. The very sound of the nol :~d 
does not bring him to a standstill. Nnmrr-
ous examples could be cited, but are hardly 
necessary . 
In conclusion we may mention the ideal 
appreciation in which both are combined. 
It is possible for almost anyone to acquire 
sufficient practical and theoretical know-
ledge of music to develop some intellectual 
appreciation of that art. A rna1~ bom 
without" music in himself' can never ha vc 
a musical soul. If he is fortunate enough 
to be so favoured then by careful study 
he can devrlop an intellectual apprecia-
tion; while simultaneously his deeper 
appreciation will ripen of its own accord. 
Combining this with the creative faculty, 
we have the case of the great masters. 
They toiled incessantly to perfect their 
technique, and concurrently they partook 
deeply of theoretical studies. They did 
not stop at this, and that is where genius 
comes in. ·without the necessary intel-
lectual equipment they could not have 
given of the best that was in them. They 
would have been like the inspired man 
who lacked nothing but speech. 
Many people, however, develop just 
sufficient musical technique either theOl'-
etical, or practical, to make them a regu-
lar nuisance to the public at large. 'rhe 
well known piano "thumpers" belong t.1 
this class, whose playing consists of a 
succession of sounds often of a more 
mechanical nature than a well-traineil. 
pianola. 
r.. P. 
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Small Beginnings 
The visit of important personages to 
Australia, especially those connected with 
the royal family or even those surrounded 
with the glamour of vice-regal authority, 
always provides a pretext for local lumin-
aries to step a little nearer the limelight, 
and for the crowd to give vent to un-
bridled expressions of affection and loyalty 
for the Imperial Crown, demonstrating 
the truth of this lip homage withal, by 
almost crushing to death the representa-
tive of royalty within their midst. 
Our mothers and grandmothers bent 
their knee to the Dukes of Y mk and 
Clarence. We have waYed to the Prince 
of \Yales and cheered the Duke and 
Ducl1ess of York. For these last a sou-
venir issue of '' Galmahra'' was even 
printed, and when an excited public, after 
hastily buying it outside the Exhibition 
Buildings, opened it at home leisurely t ·.: 
enjoy photos of the Duke in pinafores, to 
re-read for the hundredth time all bis 
cleYcr sayings when a baby, or to shudder 
with pleasant horror at pictures of Glamis 
Castle with the ghost of Lady Macbcti1 
within, they found not eYcn an account of 
the baby princess, only a p hoto of their 
Highnesses wh ich they had seen dozens of 
times before. 
~uch disappointnwnts, such great gath-
errngs of crowds, such mayoral addresses 
are ner the inevitable accompaniment of 
regal 01· vice-regal progresses. Not one 
jot \YaS the pomp and ceremony abated, 
\Yhcn Queensland, just promoted to the 
rank of independent State in 1859 wel-
comed Sir Oeorge Bo1ren, her ' first 
Oo,·ernor, within her territory. 
Brisbane, then a little town of 7 OOO 
inhabitants with 14 churches, 13 p1;blic 
houses, and 12 policemen (one wonders 
nowadays what would happen if the1·e 
"·ere less policemen than churches) viewed 
in s~rious light the responsibility of wel-
commg· on behalf of the State's population 
of 25,000, it first vice-regal representative. 
To fittingly celebrate such a "'reat occa-
sion tl1e "Moreton Bay Courier~' grnndilo-
qnently said:-
"The great event of our history stands 
recorded. A new epoch in the annals of 
Australia has come to pass; our era has. 
commenced, and the delays and disap-
pointments of the past are amply com-
pensated for by the triumphant successes . 
of the present. w·e have, as a free and 
independent people welcomed amongst 
us the first representative of royalty to 
whom the task of governing our young 
State has been allotted; and never was 
welcome given with heartier zeal. 
"Yesterday week was the first day 
upon which the arrirnl of lL\'LS. Cordelia 
was looked for, and upon that ac!'ount a 
series of holidays, lasting onr four days, . 
was commenced. Steamers went down to 
the bay, visitors poured in from the coun-
try, and flags waving by clay and fire-
works by night gaYe a glimmering of the 
idea of the enthusiasm held in check until 
the actual landing. But it was not until 
the arrival at the Botanical Gardens in 
Brisbane that the grand expression of 
loyalty was e1winced. Upwards of 4,000 
people were congregated on the banks! 
His Excellency was received at the landing 
place by the l\Iayor and Corporation of 
Brisbane; and as he stepped on shore a 
salute of twenty-one guns was given." 
How modern, 11ow familiar this accounl 
sounds, but the effect of familiarity is 
heightened for us (in these clays of strikes 
and l1old-ups of industry) when we find 
that the working men of Brisbane not 
mingling with their capitalistic i{eigh-
bours, saw fit to present a separate address 
to his Excellency. Gently but firmly did 
Sir C:eorge rebuke this spi1·it, his little 
homily reminding us of Mr. Bruce endeav-
ouring to smooth the way towards a con-
ference of employers and employees. ''In 
a new and fre e country, like that in which 
~ve are liv~ng, w_he1·e there are no paid 
idler~ or_ smecunsts, eYer.r man-C:ove1·-
nor, Judges, rnag·istratrs, clergy and all-
evers: man, 1 repeat, is emphatieally a 
workmg man." "Then," continued Sir · 
Georgr! "let us all unite cordially in 
~dvancrng onr. common interests. Capital 
is powerless without labour, and labour 11; . 
unprofital1lc without the aid of capital. 
:Withot_it good g0vrrnment and g·ood laws, 
impartially administered and cheerfully 
obeyed, neither capital nor labour is safe.:, 
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The Downs country was the next place 
· to welcome the Governor, who gives a 
charming account of the squatters' recep-
tion, and of the passage of Cunningham's 
Gap, all the more interesting to us who 
in 1927 celebrated the centenary of its dis-
. covery. 
"I ascended," he writes, "from the 
'sierra caliente' of the coast to the table-
land of the Darling Downs, throngh Cun-
ningham's Gap, which thongh not equal, 
as some enthusiastic Qneenslanden; imag-
ine to 'anything in the .\lps, ' is certainly 
finer than anything I e\·er saw in the 
British Isles. There is, however, a cascade 
falling three hundred feet into a ehasm 
which would make the fortune of any 
' 'alley in Switzerland. 
''Some of the squires, or squatters of 
Merivale, had deseended into the low-
lands to meet and escort me to their 
homes; so "·e formed a very picturesque 
calvacade as we wound up through the 
luxuriant forests of the Gap. On the 
summit I was greeted with loud cheers, 
and there I found another batch of hospit-
able squatters with a cold collation and 
plenty of champagne and hock, spread on 
the grass at the top ol' the pass, nearly 
3000 feet above the sea. . . . In the resi-
dences of the squatters I found earpets 
and curtains, plate, and pianos, champagne 
and crinolines, in places where fifteen 
years before the face of a white man 11ad 
never been seen.'' 
These few glimpses give us some idea 
of the material out of which Queensland 
has grown, and no more interesting means 
of looking at the early days of the State 
can be found than by going bac·k in spirit 
to the days of Sir George Bowen and 
seeing with his kindly and obsenant eyes 
the people of the State who first " ·rleomed 
him within its borders. 
R. L. L. 'l1 . 
--o~-
Other Days. 
Every third year ''Greaser' ' who knows 
l1is Vernon-Harcourt (quern di perdant) 
knows that the province of tl~ Engineer 
is the ''conversion of the forces of Nature 
to the use and benefit of l\Ian." Recent 
discoveries, however, lead us to think it 
was not always thus; rather was it the 
practice of the Engineer to convert man 
to the use of his profession. Our conclu-
sion is based on the "Method ·of Harden-
ing Damascus Blades, '' employed by 
craftsmen in the infancy of steel found-
ing, and lately outlined in an English 
_technical review as follows:-
"Let the high dignitary furnish an 
Ethiop 0£ fair frame, and let him be 
bound down, shoulders upwards, upon 
the block of the god Bal-Hal, his arms 
fastened underneath, 1dth thongs; a 
strap of goatskin over his back, and 
wound twice round the block; his feet 
dose together, lashed to a dowel of 
wood, and his head Clnd neck projecting 
over and beyond the end of the block. 
. . . . Then let the master ·workman, 
having cold-hammered tl1e hlade to a 
·smooth and thin edge, thrust it into the 
fire of cedarwood coals, in and out the 
while reciting t11e prayer to the god 
Bal-Hal, until the steel be of the 1·olour 
of the red ·of the rising sun 1rhcn he 
comes up over the desert tow ard the 
East, and then, with a quick motion, 
pass the same from the heel thereof to 
the point, six times, thJ"ough the most 
fleshy parts of the slaye's baf'k and 
thighs, when it shall haYe bef'ome the 
colour of the purple of the king. Then, 
if with one swing, and one stroke of the 
right arm of the master workman, it 
severs tl1e head of the slave from J1is 
body, and display no nick or crac·k along 
its edge, and the blade may be bent 
round the body of a man and break not, 
it shall be accepted as a perfect weapon, 
sacred to the service of the god Bal-Hal, 
and the O\vner thereof may thrust il into 
a scabbard of ass's ski~ brazen with 
brass, and hung· to a gird! e of f'amel 's 
wool dyed in royal purple.'' 
It is rumoul"ed that certain members of 
the Faculty of Engineering propose to 
beat their sword!;' into cargo hooks ..... 
What an excellent opportunity for revi v-
ing Damascan processes! . . . There 
are some Artists we know . . 
"Rdalnc." 
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"Sumer is lcumen In.'' 
Most of us, I think, are able to profess 
acquaintance with that beautiful little 
Middle English lyric, '' Snmer is ict:rnen 
in," and some of us, no doubt, have had 
the fortune-or misfortune, as the case 
may be-to study it for examination pur-
poses. vVe have painstakingly committed 
to memory such facts as that it is written 
in the Southern dialect of the early 13th 
century, having been recorded, towards 
the end of the century, in what is known 
as MS Harley 978. Perhaps we have 
analysed its structure, studied its prosody, 
and perhaps we have been lucky enough 
to have heard it sung with its vocal accom-
paniment known as the Reading Rota, or 
Roundel, our earlie:.i piece of harmonie 
music. But how many of us ha Ye macle 
the fascinating attempt to _reconstruct 
the story of its possible origin, or to drag 
from the distant past the dim, time blurred 
personality 'Of its author~ 
This Cuckoo Song, as it is called, is 
an adaptation of the reverdie, or the 
motiYe of the return of Spring, and is full 
of the very spirit of the season. The bird 
ealls, and the heart of every living thing 
leaps, in response, full of gay and tender 
s~·mpathy with quickening nature and the 
warming eartli. Here are the old English 
\l"Ords of it:-
"S:imer is icumen in 
Lhude sing cuccu. 
Groweth aed, and bloweth med , 
And springth the wude nu-
Sing cuccu! 
Awe bleteth after lomb, 
Lhouth after calve cu; 
Bulluc sterteth, bucke verteth, 
Murie sing cuccu ! 
Cuccu , cuccu, well singes thu, cuccu; 
Ne swike thee naver nu; 
Sing cuccu, in, sing cuccu, 
Sing cuccu, sing cuccu, nu." 
It breathes wholesome love of the 
brown earih and all the fresh green of tl1t' 
new spring budding all over the country-
side flecked with sun and shadow. The 
writer must have rambled in the woods 
at dawn; he must have known the world 
wet ''"ith dew, vibrant with stirring plant 
life, and fragrant with the cool, heavy 
aroma of moist woods and earth mould. 
Yet he was a cloistered monk. John of 
Fornsrte was his name, and the great Bene-
dictine Monastery, Reading Abbey, was 
his home. Beyond these meagre facts, the 
world to-day knows little of his personal-
ity or his life. 'l'he monastery recorcls 
prove him to have been a man of learning 
and achievement, and he was certainly 
skilled in musical art. A fac-simil e of tl1e 
original manuscript of his Rota can be 
seen in Grove ·s Dictionary of . Music-. and 
Musicians, and shows rare artistic finish , 
the queer, square notes of black and crim-
son on their bars of blue being set down 
with loving care and pride. 
\Vas Monk John young or old ~ As we 
know nothing of his death or of his clois-
tered life, so we have no authoritative 
record of the day of his birth. But at 
least he who could so cheerily carol forth 
these lines full of the summ~r call of all 
England, was young in heart if not in 
years. In those days boys were sent to 
the monasteries at an early age, and per-
haps 011r John, being evidently a yery 
normal l~nglish boy, found much hoyish 
delight iu s·ometimes breaking bounds to 
ramble far and wide, and, it may be, dance 
in the evenings with the merry village 
maids and lustily sing their fayourite folk-
songs to the sound of the humming bag-
pipes. The musical accompaniment of his. 
little lyric is very like a ballad, and is a 
strange piece to he found in the music 
chest of an Abbey. Church music was. 
restricted to what was known as the 
ecclesiastical mode or scale; and all that 
OYerstepped these limits was considered 
written iu "Il modo lasciva," the Wan ton 
Key, fri \'Olous and worldly, the key in 
which with song and dance the villagers 
and country people held high revel. And 
our Rota is in the Wanton Key! Perhaps 
is was suffered to be turned into a piece 
of chureh music because its harmony was 
so full and round, with more than the 
simple melody of the anrage folksong. 
Mr. Vil. S. Rockstro has suggested, "What 
more probable, then, than that a liglit-
hearted young Postulant should troll it 
forth on some brigl1t l\Iay morning, dnring 
the hour cf recreation ~ That a second 
voice should. chime in a little later? That 
the effect ot the Canon should be noticed, 
admired, and experimented upon until the 
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brethren found that fout· of them could 
sing the tune, one after the other, in very 
pleasant harmony~" However it was, it 
is as fresh and sweet as any of the pleas-
ant old folk songs of the time. And, 
moreover, it has been noted that the 
ground-bass of this old Canon has a cur-
iously suspicious resemblance to the 
buzzing drone of the country follrn' be-
loved bagpipes. Imagine the quaiut effect 
when the monks sang the Canon at Mass! 
Of course these words of the young 
summer-tirnr, full of Joye and longing, 
were not to be sung in the chapel! So 
underneath them the good men wrote in 
these devout Latin lines:-
"Perspice christicola, 
Quae dign,atio, 
A veliu.s agricola, 
Probitus vitio. 
Filio ncn parcens 
Exposuit mortis exitio 
Qui captivos 
Semivivos 
A 8upplicio 
Vitae donat 
Et secum coronat 
In coeli solio." 
Assuredly friend J ohn had a rich scus1: 
of humour! He must have chuckled many 
times up his monastic sleeves when ltc 
should have been paying strict attention 
to the prayers of the moment. Yet the 
long centuries keep their secret well. W c 
cannot know-he may have chuckled; he 
may have sighed. What visions, what 
memories may not have come trooping in 
on the notes of that sweet song of his '! 
What voices may have called to him from 
down the years, beyond the grey walls oi 
the cloisters. No, we cannot know. And 
so we see the dar k-habited figure pass as 
we read, the fine scholarly face sliadowed 
and dim under its cowl, the wistful eyes 
hidden in the mist of centuries; but fresh 
on our faces blows the dawn wind from 
the dew-wet woods, and with i! comes the 
Yoice of the cuckoo clear across the cen-
turies, calling to life and action. For is 
it not Spring once more? 
"Saross." 
---o---
For Undergrads in Love 
I like you, for your face, 
Pleases me, 1and the grace 
Of your lithe free step. 
The mass of your dark, dark hair, 
Charms me, as I watch from my chair 
In this shaded corner 
You, sitting there in the light. 
This lecture-room, the whole of this sight 
Will remain with me, Sweet, 
As an old perfume will remain, 
In the folds where it has lain, 
Till the folds have mouldered. 
When the editor asked me to write a 
poem for this issue, 1 immediately invoked 
the Muse to come to my aid, that I might 
be of assitance to all the undergrads. in 
this 'Varsity except myself. I thought of 
the coy, do\1·ny youths I had seen at the 
Common Room 'phone, whispering the 
common old story into the sympathetic re-
ceiver, ogling the Beloved 's telephone 
number, scribbled by reverent hands <011 
the green paint of the common room wall. 
I shall write a poem, said I to myself, that 
shall bring the haughty young Under-
gradess to the Undergrad's feet. 'l'he poem 
I am referring to is printed above. Now-
directions for use. I take it that I am 
dealing with intelligent and cultured 
couples. Therefore the under grad. will 
take a position in the lecture rnom, in a, 
shaded corner (line 6), and the under-
gradess "·ill show herself off to the best 
advantage by sitting where she will be 
plainly visible (line 7). Now suppose 
yours i3 a bad case, for "like" (line 1) 
substitute (I write the word haltingly 
in Swan ink) "love." No woman will deny 
that she has a lithe free step. All women 
and cats have. Suppose she has fair hair, 
or some other colour, just substitute for 
"dark, dark" in line 4, "fair, fair," or 
"light brown" or "red, red." 
Now, as the veriest tyro in Professor 
Priestley's class knows, the chance 0f 
losing a girl is m direct pr opor-
tion to her good looks, or the 
chance of keeping her or retaining 
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her affection is in inverse proportion to 
her beauty. Now, wl1en the emotional 
storm is over, or when she discovern that 
you are not her affinity, your friends 1dll 
ask you why. You shall then strike a 
telephone attitude, the one you practised 
at. the Common Room telephone, in the 
nnddle of the room , and recite tlie fol-
lowing:-
She was so beautiful I let her go, 
I could not bear to see strong 'l'ime, stern foe 
To all things lovely, beat her Beauty down. 
T<' AE!e that little mark become a frown 
Indelible, to watch the straight lines sear 
The upper lip, and wrinkles make a queer 
Distortion of that face were agony, 
And so I said 
I do not care, and let her go. 
The last two lines are imperfect in 
metre, that is to give the reciter an oppor-
tunity of putting in the requisite number 
of sighs and sobs. Your friend, 1Yitl1 the 
instinct of a gentleman, when he ohsenes 
your anguish of mind. and grief of soul, 
will refrain from questioning you furtlH'l'. 
~\. K. Tl1orn son. 
Orion 
Richard llengi:;t Horne and Thomas 
Lovell Beddoes \\·ere both born in 1803. 
They were probably the strangest men of 
letters in the Yictmian Age. Horne, among 
other tl1ing·s, served in the l\Iexican navy, 
went over one of the srnaller fall:; near 
Niagara in a cask, 1rns nearly eaten by a 
shark in South America, would change lii;:; 
sochs anywhere, went to school with John 
Keats, dug for gold in Australia, wrote 
''Orion,'' an epic in three books, and sold 
it at the price of one farthing. Thomas 
Beddoes was a doctor by profession, and 
committe<l. suicide in a most novel manner. 
He wrote a remarkable play entitled 
"'Death's ,Jest Book," which contains some 
superb lyrics. Mr. Eric Partridge has 
issued from the Sc ho] artis Press Horne 's 
"Orion." We should like to see him issue 
Bailey 's "Festus" and Beddoes' "Death's 
Jest Book" as well. It would be some-
thing to have three of the strangest books 
written in the nineteenth century on one's 
shelves. 
Lil{e most long poems "Orion" is very 
unequal. Some of the blank verse is 
extremely flat. 
'Gainst Merope 
Some spake aloud; against Orion, all-
Save the bald sage, who said, " 'twaR natural." 
" 'Natural!" they cried, "O wretch!" The sage 
Wa'S stoned. 
Some of his descriptions al'e in Kea ls' 
manner, though, indeed, they fall far short 
of it. 
The hounds with tongues 
Crimson, and lolling hot upon the green, 
And outstretched nose.s, flatly crouched; their 
skins 
Clouded or spotted, like the field-bean's flower, 
Or tiger lily, painted the wide lawns. 
Like "Hyperion" it is a tale of the 
Titans, and though it contains a some1.-hat 
haz~· allegory, the interest is 1rell sus-
tained. The loves of Orion for ~\rtrn1i.-;, 
l\Ierope, and Bos, and his doings m the 
kingdom of Oinopion, a·re described 1ritl1 
g; eat force. 
Still when all is said, tlie book is not 
lil•ely to interest tlie genernl reader. Tho 
puhlic has never greatly ca1·ed for epits, 
imd an age that does not think of opening 
:Hilton will hardly read Horne. ''Orion,'' 
howenr, should be in the libraries of all 
the ~\ ustralian uni Yersities particularly. 
'l'here was an edition of the book published 
in Yictoria which sold well. It mu&t haYe 
been one of the Yery firnt books published 
in that State. 
The hook is tastefully bound, and is 
printed in charming type. Mr. Partridge 
is to be congratulated on it. It is printed 
in the delightful italic of Treyford. a dis-
tinctive new Oxford University Press type. 
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La Joie De Vivre 
0, College is the place, sir, 
The place to go the pace, sir, 
And students are the race, sir, 
To drive dull care away. 
Exception has been taken to this song 
on the grounds of unoriginality. ·we are 
accused of taking it directly and without 
alteration, from Sydney. But what of 
that? It is one of those songs in which 
the spirit lives, and which fully expresses 
the joy of college life. One has only to 
Jiye a short \rhile in college to discoYei' 
that this is so. 
.All this, howeYer, is by the way, with 
no pul'pose other than to introduce a sub-
ject-which has no prn·posc "·hatf<Oe\'er, 
and therefore cannot be introduced. For 
we cannot regard as a true introduction 
such words as these: 
I wake up in the morning, 
Singing merrily, 
Heigh, ho, the merry 0, 
As long as she loves me. 
,\nd yet this is usually our introduction 
to each day in college. Some happy but 
unmelodious bird \\·ho seeks the early 
worm, disturbs our slumbers at some un-
earthly hour. 
. 'houlcl we be so fortunate as occa-
sionally to be spared such a rude awaken-
ing, our luck is too good to last. For on 
such oecasions we are a\\·akened by a 
seven-ton truck hooting its \my 11p the 
hill beside us, and we all kno\\· \rhat kind 
of hooter such trucks are attached to. \Ye 
can 011ly presume tliat the cll'iYCr suffers 
from domestic troubles and that his new-
found freedom calls for expression. Doubt-
less also the fresh air has an uplifting 
effect on his soul-I say ''fresh,'' heeause 
he is beyond earshot \\·hen orn· Yoealrnlary 
has got into full working order. 
This is our first taste of humanity, but 
not our only one. In fact, it is merely an 
introduction to what is yet to come; for 
often during· t 11 e day \\·e are prstered hy 
different specimens of varying· degrees of 
excellence. 
One specimen driYes around in a ea rt. 
He calls ont s'ornething as he driYes, hnt 
so far I have only interpreted "Borteel 
buy borteel,'' and that, connected with 
the clink of a few bottles in the hottorn 
of the cart, reveals that the driver hopes 
yet to live by the debaucheries of those 
who tread down such as he. 
Similar specimens, but of a higher type, 
often pass by. "Pineappel, four a 
shillun," can quite easily be interpreted; 
or else "Strawberry, strawberry, nice ripe 
strawberry," reminds one of the Latin 
mnemonic. One of these specimens greatly 
interested me one day. lle was calling, 
"Prawns, fresh-cooked prawns," in a 
nasal, but otherwise quite respectable 
voice. Unfortunately for his equanimity, 
the buildings very effectively re-echoed 
his song·. As he passed beneath my win-
dow, he expressed his fee lings. "Fine 
manners they teach you in this place,'' I 
heard him say, in a rather peeved tone or 
voice. Unfortunately I have never been 
able to decide whether he spoke thus fo1· 
my benefit, or whether his utterance was 
merely the spontaneous overflow of an 
over-full heart. 
Then there is the spongeing type. One 
day a particularly ripe and seedy specimen 
approached the place, and asked me for a 
"bob to buy a feed." I thought it would 
he much simpler and much more satisfac-
tory for uoth of us if he were to visit the 
kitchen. I suggested surh a course, but 
met with an unexpected reply. llis feel-
ings "·ere too strong to express in words. 
He spat vehemently-a sure sign of thirst 
-and lumbered away. 
Another day I was on the verandah, 
when suddenly I heard "Good day, sir." 
"G.oocl day," I replied lool<ing np, an<l 
seemg a cordial-drink seller. Feel ing en-
couraged by my apparent simplicity, he 
told me that he wanted to sell me n gallon 
of ginger-wine. "You boys want to dub 
in together," he said. "It works out at 
l;!d. a cup. I can guarantee that yon will 
be satisfied." T did not doubt his word 
but having just paid my fees, and als~ 
having previ'ously tested the qualities of 
this same ginger-wine, I put temptat ion 
from me. 
On yet another occasion the Salvation 
Army stationed itself down the road. 
Immediately the first strains o E music 
reached us, doors were hastily b11t qu ietly 
shut throughout the college, and all blinds 
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drawn; and thus they remained for an 
hour 'Or so. We simply could not afford 
it. Doubtless the place assumed a dreary 
aspect, but that had to be endured, though 
it really hurt us when an old dame came 
to enquire whether the place were for 
sale. 
Then, of course, apart from these inci-
dents, there are the inevitable ferries. You 
have already been informed that in one 
college at least they have led to theft. We 
certainly have not sunk to such depths of 
shame, but nevertheless, a deterioration of 
intellect can be discerned. On the very 
first day that charges were made, one poor 
youth ,offered a penny stamp. Needless to 
say he was ignored. ,\nd now tl1ey l,a,·e 
erected turnstiles, which are a source of 
inspiration to wonld-be humorists. One 
suggestion was that whiskers ought to be 
grown, or if already in existence should 
be lengthened. The idea was that, like a 
cat, their owners rniglit he able to jndge 
the possibility of getting through without 
sticking in or by the middle. 
The City Council lias been almost uni-
versally condemned for erecting such 
narrow turnstiles. But I, personally, can-
not but admire their foresight. I have it 
Qn good authority that it was no mere 
economy of material, but a desire to 
preserve honesty of dealing among' pas-
sengers that has caused the turnstiles to 
be erected thus. :B'or you may have noticed 
that a short while ago, a beard appeared 
in one of the colleges. The sole purpose 
of this beard was to allow two persons to 
get through the turnstile on one penny 
only. But this was found to be impossible, 
and now the beard has disappeared. lt 
is a great pity, really, for again l have it 
on good authority that the women, in the 
interests of beauty, intended making an 
attempt to remove the blemish. How, 
when, and where, I have been unable 1'> 
discover. 
So, ·when all these things are taken into 
consideration, can it be wcndered that-
At the College on the hill, sir, 
Of life we drink our fill, .sfr, 
We drink until we're ill , F.ir, 
To drive dull care away. 
I personally have not yet arri,·ed at the 
drinking stage, but certainly I am driven 
to the theatre occasionally to remove dull 
care. On one particular occasion I went 
and was duly elevated in spirit and re-
turned to college to find that my belong-
ings had shared the same elation, hnt, 
some being ponderous, had succeeded only 
in reaching the floor, while othns and 
especially my bed, had reached the chim-
ney stack; and, as I recovered them, were 
just about to seek realms unknown on tl1e 
wings of a howling vYesterly. 
J. Ci. H. 
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Fish 
A small procession moved slow!/ up the 
winding· path from tl1e river ba11l\.. It was 
headed by a group of four carrying be-
tween them a wide plank on which rested 
a bulky object coyered in sacking, and 
from several places about it water dripped 
continuously, leaving a waveriHg track 
on the dust of the patlnvay. Tliat the 
small house on the crest of the rise was 
the fro bjectiYe was apparent from the occ:a-
sional glances " ·hich the members of the 
party east towards it. The procession was 
advancing at a slow pace, partly on 
aeeount of the weight of the burden which 
the leaders bore, but principally out of 
respect, respect for the dead. ];'or the 
burden which they carried was tlic dead 
body of a man. That this was no common 
oect~nence in the neighbourho0d was 
plainly evidenced by the interest whicl1 
it exc:itccl in the inhabitants of the sur-
rounding houses. Everywhere "·as curios-
ity being satisfied and decency being· pre-
served by peering through window cui -
tains and peeping from behind half-opened 
doors. EYerywhere were children being 
admonished by more conventional mothers 
for blatantly attempting to establish them-
seh·es on terms of greater intimacy with 
the deceased. 
This was the third clay since Charles 
Jordan had had the misfortune to be 
drowned. The story of the incident is 
common to many such affairs. He and a 
ermpanion had taken advantage of the 
\reek-end for an attempt to combiue a 
change of menu with one of the less dan-
gerous forms of sport. They hail taken 
a light boat and had rowed up to the Long 
Pocket, which was locally regarded as the 
best fishing ground in the State. Already 
on 1hei1· arrival there ·was a large number 
of boats moored in the stream. They 
fished for some time with little success, 
and for that reason they decided on a 
change of position. They also decided to 
change their position in the boat, as 
Jordan had rowed up, and was naturally 
reluctant to do more than he regarded 
as l1is fair share of the work. In effecting 
this exchange, which they did with more 
than ordinary clumsiness, the boat cap-
sized. Jordan could not swim, hiR friend 
could swim only a few strokes. The result 
was that he rapidly became exhausted in 
such endeavours as he could make to save 
Jordan, and in order to save his own life 
he was forced to release him. In deciding 
which of the two was the more worthy of 
a Heavenly crown he chivalrously cast his 
vote in favour of Jordan and struck out 
for the upturned boat, to which he clung 
desperately till he was rescued. Jordan 
sank immediately and never re-appeared. 
All t1iese events were so swift in their 
sequence that the occupants of the other 
boats were scarcely aware of what w:1s 
happening before it \ms all over. 
Fishing for that afternoon was aban-
doned, at least for mere fish. There was 
the possibility of obtaining a record catch 
of another sort. The search, ho\\·eyer, was 
in vain. The next clay was devoted p1:inci-
pally to fishing, with nothing more than 
a watchful eye for the corpse, as the 
general opinion waR that the fast tide 
running ih the reach on the previous day 
had long since swept it far down the 
stream. On the third day Charles .Tordan 
was discovered by James Nicholls, one ot 
the fishermen, floating close to the sm·-
face in almost the same spot in which he 
was drownrcl. ·with scant ceremony he 
was dragged aboard and rowed ashore 
With a little more ce1·emony he was given 
the first instalment of his funeral, an 
auangement which, as one of the bystand-
ers remarked at the time, was peculiarly 
appropriate to Charles, who in life had 
notoriously done things by halves, and 
even in death (or at least in its accom-
paniments) he was still divided. 
As the party approached the house one 
of the number (the same man who made 
the discovery) detached himself from the 
group and preceded it to the door. He 
knocked and was answered by the appear-
ance of a young girl dressed with morning 
untidiness, with eyes red and encircled 
with black shadows which contrasted un-
healthily with pallid and hollowed cheeks. 
Before the man could give utterance to 
the. halting · apologetic phrases which 
wohld do their sorry best to explain the 
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n~ssion, she had looked be- that practically t\rn complete days had to 
y.ond him and in a moment had taken in elapse before he could reach his home. 
the full significance of the dismal corn- Immediately on his arrival he went in to 
pany with their burden under the miser- see his son, and after spending some time 
able pall. From her lips issued a dreadful alone with him he went to offer masculine 
untongued moaning, and a•t the sound the sympathy to his wife and sueh ('] umsy 
men averted their eyes as if ashamed of eonsolation as he could affol'Cl. 
their life. 
"J\Iother," she called, "mother, yolll' 
son is at the door." 
At that l\frs. Jordan appcarecl, \\·idc-
eyed like a sleep-walker and tearless, 
moving with a force deliberateness as if 
each movement were the result of long 
and careful consideration. Her articula-
tion was toneless and mechanieal as she 
addressed the man who still remained 
silent and motionless by the door. 
''Good morning,'' she said, ''\re are glad 
you have found him at last, :;\Ir. Nicholls, 
and to all of you we are very grateful." 
Then rarnrng her Yoice she cried, 
''Come in, Charlie, eome in, my son. ·why 
£hould I be keeping you from your home 1" 
Then her carefully sustained self-control 
broke down and she collapsed into helpless 
and hysterical weeping. Such was Charles 
Jordan's last home-coming. 
Shortly after the arrival of his son, 
William Jordan, the father, came home. 
He had, when tl1e accident occurred, heen 
working away from home. The ne\\·s had 
reached him very soon after the event. 
But though, comparatively speaking, he 
was not very far away, yet the means of 
~onveyance to the nearest railway station 
were so poor and the trains so infrequent, 
The day crept slowly on through long 
minutes from interminable hour to inter-
minable hour. The onlinary household 
tasks had to be done, and the members of 
the household 'rent a bout them mee han-
ically. From the kitchen there issued th~ 
detestably gi·easy smell of food in the 
process of being cooked on a 'rarrn day, 
and when the family sat down to thei1· 
mid-day meal it 'ms from force o[ habit 
that they did so rather than from any 
eonscious desire for sustenance. 
}frs. Jordan sened the meal. "Will 
you take some, Father'?" ,;he inquired of 
}fr. Jordan. 
"Some what?" he i·eturned snllrnly. 
"Fish,'' she said, "some that Jim 
Nicholls was kind enough to bri11g in." 
"Fish," lie repeated. Then drupping 
his YOice, and emphasising his first ancr 
last words, ''I couldn't eat any fo;h. '' 
Then raising his Yoice and leapin~ from 
11is chair in species of frenzy: "Good Cod, 
woman, d'you think I'm a eannilml? 
Didn't Jim Nicholls find Charlie? Didn't 
you see thr i·aggecl lips of your son1" 
Then the daughter of the house who 
had been unfortunate enough to dine cal'ly, 
relieved the tension by being sick. 
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More Ferry T ales 
Once upon a time there was a king 
called Procrustes. lle had a bed, and it 
was a particular source of amusement to 
him to capture people and cut them off 01· 
stretch them out until they fitted tlie '11~· l 
perfectly. Of course you see tlrn point. 
(I really didn't mean it to be so obvious.) 
"Once upon a time the1·e was a Brisbane 
City Council and it made a turnstile." 
Now that Procrustes has sened l1i.s pur-
pose, let us consider the tnrnstile. 
I do not know why, but eYen with the 
prospect of third term ahead, the \\·01d 
"turnstile" saYotued of the romantic-a 
turnstile, surely that will transfigure ferry 
hill; a glimpse of the countr~· flashes upon 
the inward eye. These a1·e the sort oi 
thoughts you had in Yac., in that blissful 
stage between sleeping and \rnking \rl1e11 
you couldn't be perfectly sure that you 
knew the difference beh1·een a stile and a 
tnm. tile. Wasn't there something some-
whe1·e about "l\iary" and "sitting side by 
side,'' and somehow you feel certain there 
was generally a lame dog or 1 \l'O in the 
neighbomhood awaiting a helping han d. 
Tlwn, fol'tunately, you \Yent to sleep. 
The a\\·akening was rnde-a\\·akeuings 
generally are. What \ms that ugly little 
houst> ai the bottom of the hill, that made 
you stop and wonder: "Is it worth wl1ilr 
running for a fen',v when I can't see 
wlwther it's in or out~" 
Horn antic? Can you imagine anything 
less romantic than pushing against a 
dil'iy, squeaky iron bar, and finding your-
self lodged fast? Not that we really cared 
ve1·y much: the council could build a series 
of them all the way up the hill for all it 
distmhed UR, but just imagine the plight 
of our somewhat plumper brothers and 
sisters. 
~('ene : Lecture room. 
Professor (genially): l\ir. Smith not 
here to-day 1 
Air of suppressed excitement among· 
seYeral of the fresher students. 
"Please, sir, he's stuck in the turnstile." 
What possibilities-a queue of business-
people all along River Terrace waiting for 
Mr. Smith to be extricated! 
But, forgive me, it is scarcely a matter 
for joking. This turnstile is going to 
offend several things: in the first plate 
our aesthetic sensibilities, in the second 
our dignity. It will make us conscious 
of our infirmities, or should I say, imper-
fections, and it will give rise to that de-
plorable spirit of curiosity. ''Let's see if 
so-and-so can fit." 
Coming· home the other day, at a slack 
time for feny traffic. I tried sideways; the 
expe1·iment was successful in the extreme. 
I was feeling quite pleased with turnstiles 
in general, when I heard the easily recog-
nisable sound of a large person out of 
breath trying to overtake me. He was 
vei·y red in the face, and apparently owed 
his complexion to a mixture of heat, 
wounded dignity, anger, and whisky. 
"Isn't it a b-- shame?" He couldn't 
he talking to me. But there \\'as no one 
near. He repeated his observation: this 
time the note of interrogation was decid-
edly not one to be ignored. 
"It is somewhat inconvenient," I ve11-
tured. 
"Inconvenient! I should jest think it 
was. 'Ow are they goin' to git a big 
woman through there, that's what I'd like 
to kno\1·?" 
I didn't offe1' any suggest io1rn, but it 
was a temptation to enquire why a big 
woman should be ''got through'' any 
more tlrnn a big man. I trust he was 
thinking of his duty to,1·ards his wife. 
But it is too bad to complain at these 
well-meant la hour-saying devices. After 
all, I suppose a turnstile costs quite a lot 
of money, and it is a stile, and it does 
turn, and it might be oiled some day. 
Onl~r, please, if there is any da,nger of 
you getting stuck, just get stuck and let 
the council see you. None of these violent 
exercises before breakfast: you'll need 
evel'y ounce of your extra ballast for 
stew vac. 
Besides, there might always be a firer 
or a tidal wave, or the council might need 
the timber. 
Marquita. 
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This Lack of Contribul10ns 
.And once agam, in the Bx Cathedra 
notes of '' Galmahra•,'' one reads 
the familiar editorial wail of ''literary 
famine.'' Some rather unkind people, 
too seem to have been commenting on 
the' quantity and quality of the last. issue. 
An excuse is offered for the tlnnness 
thereof (not that of super-quality), but 
it is tile firm opinion of those controlling 
the destinies of the magazine that it is 
proper to ignore criticism as to th~ quality. 
Perhaps this is one reason for tins .ar ·' of 
contributions. The editors agree with 
Byron-
"As soon 
Seek roses in December,- ice in June! 
Hope constancy in wind, or corn in chaff, 
Believe a woman or 1an epitaph, 
Or any other thing that's false, before 
You trust in critics." 
The policy is doubtful; some corn may 
be winnowed from the husks of criticism. 
And whilr on this subject a little winnow-
i:1g was, maybe, advisable in connection 
with the second term issue. People must 
be rather tired of hearing this sort of 
thing about ''people.'' ''People love one 
another marry and live together for some 
years, ~nd then one dies, and is whirled 
out into darkness, and later the other one 
must follow," or that "In 1914 the war 
broke out." 
It is suggested that shyness is a cause of 
this literary famine. The reason is not 
convincing. It may be natural to be shy, 
but it is more natural for the majority to 
be somewlia,t susceptible to vanity as 
regards authorship. " 'Tis pleasant, sure, 
to see one's name in print" is true, more 
or less, even of undergraduates, who would 
have no hesitation in writing if he could 
think of something to write about. 
The true cause of this tragic famine is 
to be found in the present educational sys-
tem. In both primary and secondary 
schools in this State, children are still ron -
ducted along a very narrow path toward 
the desired goal. They are not allowed to 
wander from this track, because allegedly 
it would lead to disciplinary complications. 
A certain knowledge of elementary sub-
jects, a cramming for scholarships, is the 
goal aimed at. The real goal-that of 
utilisino· know :edge to uenlop the pc wer 
b . l 
oi thinking in tl1e g1owi1:g youth is ost 
sight of in the general clamour for 
"results." Inspectors still pounce on the 
child who \·entures to indulge a perfectly 
naturnl inclrnat1on, and teachers haYe to 
please inspectors, or find some other means 
of livelihood. Thus originality is nipped 
in the bud. The teacher is regarded as a 
god cf knowledge, not as a partner in a 
common quest. From this authority no 
appeal is possible. . . 
The youth, leaving school, carries this 
teacher-complex with him to the Univer-
sity, and there, for some time, this rornplex 
is accentuated, becor:iing a Prnfessor-com-
plex. Stupid notices, Sl~ch as '' J~eep off 
the grass,'' add to the effect. Dy the time 
he has thrown off these shackles, he has 
probably shown to sufficient Professors 
that he has listened carefully enough to 
their vvords of wisdom, and shown suffi-
cient evidence d application and mernol'Y 
work, to m~rit the degree of Bachelor 0£ 
Something-it matters not much what. If 
the average student is fortunate, he has 
in his sojourn at the Degree Shop, ccrnc 
into contact with a few on1standing per-
sonalities, and his education begins. ln 
nine cases out of ten, only when the Degree 
is being conferred, is the student fit to be 
termed an undergraduate. He is bc:.;inning 
to find ·out that by some mysterious pro-
cess, he has been given brains for a pur-
pose other than that of mere memorising. 
In a somewhat similar way, the new-
fledged woman undergraduate is as a rule 
a considerable time in showing any taste 
in dress, because of the habits_ ingrained 
in those years during which school author-
ities-not content with prescribing a 
uniform mental equipment-declare that 
girls shall wear a similar external adorn-
ment. 
The average undergraduate is incapable 
of filling the pages of "Galmahra," 
because of his educational heritage. And 
the graduate is out in the world, for the 
most part too busy in his work or with his 
wife, to spare an hour or two for 
'' Galmahra. '' 
The position might be improved if the 
Common Rooms were liberally strewn 
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with thought-provoking papers such as 
the "Outline," "John o' London's" 
weekly, or the Sydney "Bulletin." It 
seems almost a pity that it was left to an 
J!]nglish writer to pen the following extract 
for an English paper. lL would be hard 
to find a theme more familiar to Austral-
ians or more suggestive 0£ the wealt11 of 
material available to Australian writers. 
" ..... No witch eYer waved a broom-
stick among the gum-trees. Green jacket 
and white owl's feather would be lost in 
that ·wide space of salt scrnb. Neither 
great-god nor nymph, gnome nor troll, 
could play their music or their pranks 
among those pale trees. Yet the Bush has 
a spirit, something which puts that in-
tangible background of grey and silver 
out of perspective, something humorous 
and friendly, yet a little scornful. 
"Ever read Uncle Remus?" asked the 
squatter suddenly. 
The question was inconsequent yet 
strangely apposite, and in a flash I remem-
bered that delightful world of talking 
beasts, of small brown-eyed animals, who 
licked their paws and made jokes, of birds 
who chatted and admonished. I kne1r 
then, that spirit of the Bush came from 
this world of fur and feathers. It was 
Nature's joke to quicken this, the most 
eerie of her forests with a spirit so incon-
gruous as the laughing jackass. It was this 
one touch of humour which had turned 
the squatter into a philosopher and kept 
him a lJrisoner. 
''Couldn't stomach the English woods,'·· 
said the squatter. "No fun." His eye 
rested lovingly on the melancholy pallor 
of the Bush. ''Found I was takin' myself · 
seriously over thert>." 
A cackle of scornful laughter answered 
him, and he glanced whimsically at the 
gum trees. "Hear that?" he asked. "Keeps · 
things in proper proportion, he does_ 
Laughs at my losses and at my gains, ancL 
when I start moralising fairly shrieks. 
Didn't take to the l<Jnglish woods. <Jaye 
one no sense of Yalue. . . . '' 
R. W. SKERMAN. 
[\¥ e must add another to our already 
long list of complaints. Instead of fierce 
sarcasm our critics, with sad lack of orig-
inality, one and all resort to an unclean 
Byrony. The trouble with mercenaries is, 
however, that when hired to fight they 
are always likely to turn against their 
employer. We will add to this nothing 
more than Mr. Skerman's quotation in its 
complete form, and will decently leave it 
to speculation as l.o whose were the edi-
torial hands which scorned Mr. Skerman's . 
previous effort. 
"As soon 
Seek rcises in December, -ice in June! 
Hope constancy in wind, or corn in chaff, 
Believe a woman or an epitaph, 
Or any other thing that'.s false. before 
You trust in critics, who themselves m·e sore.' '" 
-The Erlitor.l 
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Chemical Engineering 
As far as the writer ran ascertain there 
. eems to be a general ignorance, among 
University undergraduates at least, as to 
what is meant by the term "Chemical 
Engineer." Furthermore as there appears 
to be no adequate dictionary definition, 
may I be pardoned if I attempt to illus-
trate its use. 
Thomas Tredgold in 1828 defined ''civil 
engineering" as "the art of directing the 
great sources of power in nature for the 
use and convenience of man." Tl1e epi-
thet "civil" was applied in order to 
distinguish it from" military enginee1·ing." 
In the latter part of the eighteenth cen-
tury engineering, i.e., professional engin-
eering, was divided up into the following 
branches-eivil, mechanic-al, electrical aml 
mining. Of late years, particularly drn ing 
the post-war period, a further branch has 
been added. It has been called by seYernl 
names in Yarious parts oE the '"orld, the 
chief heing "indust1·ial engineering," 
"applied science," and by what is perhaps 
the correct name," chemical engineering." 
Chemical engineering is the art of tak-
fog the results of the researches of the 
chemist in the laboratory and moulding· 
them by the aid of the principles of 
engineering into economical and efficient 
methods for the production of materials. 
As in the other brancl1es of engineering, 
the fundamentals of the art depend on 
the sciences-mathematirs chemistry 
physics, geology, and biolo1gy. Perhan~ 
if we illustrate first of all, the fnnctions 
of the four branches enumerated a hove 
we may more clearly define the boundarie;:; 
of chemical engineering as a branch of 
·engineering. 
The civil engineer is directed -to exten-
sion of the means of communication and 
commerce; he builds roads, bridges, rail-
ways, canals, harbours, and docks con-
trols irrigation works, and sees that' there 
are ample supplies of water and efficient 
sanitary arrangements. The value of his 
~ork to the community cannot be ga.ug·ed 
m money. As the functions of a mechan-
ical and an electrical engineer are nowa-
days practically wholly interdependent 
they will be discussed as one branch. Th~ 
work is chiefly the supply of power and 
its_ regulation. He also manufactures anti 
designs machines for the use of industry 
at large. Lastly the mining engineer i.;; 
concerned with the supply, conserYation, 
and economical use of minernls. 
The scientific study of ehemical engi11 .. 
eering has as its objed, the accurattl 
ascertainment of the functions of chemieal 
plants so that the systematic ~mo\l'ledge 
so gained may be transferred to a new 
field with the minimum of mental labom. 
It is by studying the operation and design 
of plant along the lines of functional 
analysis that this proper scientific- l'IlOiY-
ledge can be seeured, and it is in this 
direction pa1·ticularly as to the physieal 
aspect of chemical engineering that nnwh 
is still rcqui1·ed to he done. The nraetical 
object of rhemical engineering· is of 
course the prncluction of material;:; at a 
profit. lt ili therefore necessary to con-
sider not only factors of a srientiflc chara~­
ter, but also to take into account econom-
ical considerations, upon which the makin<" 
of profit depends. ~ 
The chemical engineer is frequently 
described in terms of opprobrium by both 
the chemists on the one han<l and the 
engineer on the other, and it is-sometimes 
stated that the chemiral engineer in the 
?ompany of chemists is an engineer, and 
m the company of engineeis is a chemist. 
This obserYation is not surprisina but it 
• b> 
simply serves to sl1nw that neither the 
engineer nor the chemist understand the 
scope of chemiral engineering, and whilst 
it is often said that the chemist and the 
rn_gineer speak in different languages, it 
might also be stated that the chemical 
e?gineer ha·s yet another mode of expre<;-
s10n .. The J_Jroblems of the designing· 
chemical engmeer are essentially different 
from. those encountered either by the 
chemist or the engineer. 
The lines of demarcation are, of course, 
not sharp, and chemical engineerino· spr~ads _itself into both chemistry and 
~ngmeermg, but the overlap in each ease 
IS not so much as to interfere with either 
the chemist or the epgineer. 
In 19~5 the Trustees of th e late W alter 
and Eliza H all donated a considerable 
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sum of money to the University of Queens-
land. A certain part was devoted to 
supplying equipment for a school of 
Applied Chemistry. A liberal endowment 
was also given so that a course of Applied 
Chemistry 1~ould be established and 
research work of similar nature could be 
undertal,~n. The outcome was tha.t a 
course giving a degree of Bachelor of 
Applied Science in Industrial Chemistry 
was instituted. Several years ago the 
Faculty of Engineering decided to give a 
course of study in Chemical Engineering. 
In this course greater stress was laid on 
the engineering side than in the Applied 
Science course. From the outset it was 
rlifficult to a·rrange the course in four 
years. To do this special lectures were 
giYen in third year chemistry. Students 
doing the course were only expected to 
attend two terms' lectures in Civil Engin-
eering I. Surveying could not be fitted 
into the time-tabl~. Th e need of a know-
ledge of surveying coupled with a more 
thorough grounding in pure chemistry 
has led me to put forward the follov,;ing 
suggestions:-
1. That the degree of .Applied Science 
in Industrial Chemistry be deleted; and 
that all students desirous of doing applied 
chemistry should enrol in the Faculty of 
Engineering as Chemical Engineers. 
2. That the conrse consist of five acad-
emic years, the first two years tl1e sub-
jects to be same as for ordinary engineers. 
In the third year the subjects should be 
Mathematics HI., Civil Engineering I., 
and Testing! of Materials, Surveying I., 
Hydraulics I ., Building Construction and 
A rchitectun\ Cl1emistry II. and Labora-
tory (parts not done in second yeat"), 
Engineering Drawing and Design 111., 
with vacation work of a chemical nature. 
In the fourth year the subjects should 
be Chemistry III. and Laboratory, Elec-
trical Engineering and Laboratory, Heat 
Engines III. (preferably with Laboratory 
work), Economic Geology, special lectures 
in advanced Civil Engineering and Hy-
draulics as would apply to Chemic:al 
Engineering and vacation work of a 
chemical nature. 
In the fifth year tl1e subjects shriuld lw 
Chemistry IV. and Laboratory, J~ngineer­
ing Drawing and Design IV., Specialist 
Courses (as now given), Thesis, General 
and Chemical Semina·r Specialisation in 'i 
certain branch if so desired, and vacation 
to be devoted solely to thesis in order to 
endeavour to make it of some practical 
value. 
The career of an engineer has only just 
begun when he leaves the University, am! 
the more thorough the technical founda-
tion on which he sets out the greater will 
be his value to the community. The five 
year course as suggested seems tu give a 
better foundation than the present four-
year course. It includes surveying and a 
wider instruction in chemistry. Further-
more little or no alteration in the existing· 
time tables would be necessa.ry to meet the 
_requirements of the course. 
These views have been gained in the 
actual pursuit of the course. It is hoped 
that they may be of use both to intending 
students of chemical ~ngineering and to 
the University authorities in their search 
for a balanced course. 
C. L. W. Berglin. 
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Student Benefactions 
D-- THE CAT! Since such words 
inevitably form the beginning of a modern 
novel, it has become almost an axiom that 
all matters of interest should haYe such a 
novel beginning. Here then the ends may 
justify the means. 
The first selection of Australian books 
for the Fryer Memorial Library has been 
made by Doctor F. V·-.T. Robinson, 1\'.I.A., 
during his recent Sydney Yisit. 
The incuraNe disease of want of money 
has seemingly not fastened its tentacles 
upon the S.B. movement, for it is a happy 
fact that gifts continue to flow in, despite 
the strikes and the Anglo-:F'rench-U.S.r\. 
naval eomplications, under the impulse of 
the desire to ma l\c a purely yoJuntar.v i:rift 
to the University. l\Iore gifts. \\·e know, 
would be made if people, in tlic 
course of the business of life did 
not forget. l\fany Jiaye admitted 
this and so we again draw tl1 e attention 
of readers to the movement. No one is 
asked to give; all are i1wited and encour-
aged. We think it wise to repeat our 
maxim for fear tl1e moYcment be mis-
judged and harmed by the oppxobrium of 
''A cadging concern.'' 
Circulars and lists of possible gifts in 
kind have been sent out to Cfradnates. It 
would be excellent if departments coulcl 
be freely equipped 1riih these neeessary 
and handsome gifts. 
The funds have passed the L)vv llWL .• 
Cp to date they are:-
£ s. d. 
Library . . . . .. 2<:4 i lU 
Arts 16 4 0 
Science 19 14 6 
Engineering . . . . 25 1 0 
Law . . . . . . .. 2 2 (} 
Sports .. . . 87 9 1 
Union . . .. . . . . 17 5 () 
Specified .. . ' 135 8 4 
Unspecified . . .. 2 2 () 
Total • . , • £529 8 9 
Student bodies have made seYeral gifts 
throuo·hout the year. First-year Science donat~d the surplus money of their pro-
cession subs. Tbe collection at the Commem. 
Dinner "·as oYer £11. The Dramatic have 
made p1·oyision for a substantial addition 
to the Union Duilding by a gift of £50 for 
stage equipment. 
'rhese facts a1·e interesting. With 
organisation ITanard l.;nivcrsity receiYecl 
answer from 7 per cent. of her Graduates; 
Sydney receiYed 14 per cent. Our scheme 
has no such wide-spread organisation, and 
makes no direct "appeal "-yet it has re-
ceived gifts from 10 per eent. of graduates. 
This bodes well for the, time when our 
University -will make her call, and her 
alumni show how much aliYe they are to 
their responsibilities, how deep lies the fr 
sense of gratitude and pride. It is the 
writer's firm belief that Queensland 'Var-
sity will not lag behind the rest. 
E.G.W. 
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University Societies 
THE UNION. 
The Inter-'Varsity Debates held in 
Brisbane this August were controlled by 
a specia,l committee of the Union. 0£ the 
actual debates an account appears else-
where, but on the social side the Union 
entertained the visitors to a motor trip to 
Mt. Coot-tha and to a dinner. During 
the visit the annual meeting of the 
A.U.S.U. wa·s held at the University, dele-
gates being present from Melbourne, 
Adelaide, Tasmania, and Queensland. Syd-
ney is not a member of the Union, but tw0 
-0£ her representatives were ·inYited tJ 
attend the meeting. The principal matte1.· 
for discussion 'ms that of Overseas De-
bating Tours. 
Since the appeal in la.st teon 's "8 ai-
mahra,'' many questionnaires ha ''e been 
returned, but there are still some under-
graduates and many graduates who have 
not attended to this simple matter. 
'!.'he annual general meeting of the 
Union will be held in the l\ien 's Common 
Room on Thursday, 24th October, at 1.5 
p.m. Every member who can possibly 
attend should do so. Men graduate mem-
bers and women graduate members (,f the 
Union are each entitled to one represen-
tative on the Union Council. Nominations 
for these positions, signed by two mem-
bers, and by the person proposed, should 
reach the hon. secretary of the Union as 
soon as possible; if necessary, a postal 
lmllot will be held. 
WOMEN GRADUATES' ASSOCIATION. 
The University of Queensland Y\T omen 
Graduates' Association is affiliated with 
the Australian Federation, and also with 
the International Federation of University 
Women, and thus its work is largely of 
an international character. 
The aim of the federation is to keep 
educated women in touch with one another 
-women who are possessed with the same 
living and lively ideal, that of furthering 
understanding and sympathy between the 
nati:ms of the world and so helping to 
bring about universal peace. 
Thus we had gr1.~at pieasnre in welcom-
ing to Queensland ~iiss Mary Glynnr., 
M.Sc., the holder l)f an International. 
Fellowship, who will <lo research work on 
rust on wheat in Australia. In 1\fay of 
this year we had the pleasure of enter-
taining graduates from all States of Aus-
tralia when the fourth Biennial Confer-
ence of the A.F.U.W. was held in Brisbane 
for the first time. 
The main discussion of the conference 
was the training and education of girls, 
and many valuable recommendations were 
passed over to the State Association for 
consideration. It is with pride and pleas-
ure that we record that l\Iiss Bage-a past 
President and member of the Executive, 
has been appointed President of the Aus-
tralian Federation of Uni vcrsity ·women 
-a fitting honour to one who has given 
great service in the ranks of University 
Women. 
MEN GRADUATES' ASSOCIATION. 
One of the duties of a secretary, we are 
told, is to write reports. (Memo: In fu-
ture, decline secretarial honours.) For 
twelve months we have evaded the obli-
gation, but are now regretfully forced to 
the conclusion that we are not like Tenny-
son's brook. 
The lVI:en Graduates' Association held 
its Annual Dinner in the Jolrnsonian Club 
in December last. Tb e evening remains 
in our consciousness as a very pleasant 
blur, but we seem to recollect· that the 
customary toasts were proposed with more 
tl1an usual facility and wit (no, tl:11 
secretary was NOT a speaker), and they 
were certainly honoured hy "staid" 
graduates- singing old 'Varsity songs with 
the Yerve and abandon of impassioned 
young freshers at their first Commem. 'Ve 
are looking forward to next December. 
An excellent suggestion made at the 
dinner has this year been adopted by the 
Association. Members and other grad-
uates meet informally at luncheon in the 
C.P. Cafe, Country Press Chambers, corner 
Edward and Elizabeth Streets, on the 
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second Friday in each month. The average 
attendance is between twenty and thirty. 
The executive is glad to see any man 
graduate, whether a member of the ~\sso­
ciation or not, present at these luncheons. 
So far, the graduates haYe signally 
failed to put the present generation of 
undergraduates in their plact.:, both in-
tellectually and in sport. A dtobating 
team, comprising l\Iessrs. Donoyan, Brad-
ford, and Risson, endeaYoured during 
se<·ond term to proYe to1 them that "A 
bi-cameral system of legislature s•WYes no 
useful purpose in a modern democracy.'' 
The audience declined to be convinced. 
\Ve don't blame them. 
On the occasion of the "CniYersity Re-
gatta on September 12th, the D1mt Club 
challenged the g1 aduates to boat a crew 
to race an undergrnduate fotu· oYer half 
a mile. Messrs. Harding (stroke) , Barlo\\, 
Risson, Douglas, and Hulbert ( cOXJ 
accepted the challenge, and had the satis-
faction of holding a strong crew to a 
quarr<.•r 0f a len~th. 
Oradw1 f e superiority might han beeu 
proved had tennis and cricket matches, 
which were tentatively arranged, taken 
place. The rain thal foll on Kxliibition 
·w ednesday was more than eno11gli to 
cause th1! postponement of tennis (it 
ruined 1.lrn :;;e': retary 's pl'Oj ect ed picnic 
trip!) wliih:t 011 September 15th, when 
the Graduates would have fielded a 
cricket team capable, we fancy, of 
"knocking spots" off the undergraduates, 
there wasn't a wicket aYailahle m Bris-
bane. However, the ExecutiYe is looking 
forward to turning out almost the same 
eleven later in the season, and hopes to 
report success in the next issue of 
'' Galmahra. '' 
THE WOMEN'S CLUB. 
Since the last issue of "Galmahra,'' thf" 
Women's Club has held no functions. Tl1t: 
annual meeting was held on Friday, Se1•· 
tember 21st, and the following officen 
were elected :-Patroness, 1\1.rs. J. P. 
Lowson; president, Miss Annie -Saunders; 
vice-president, Miss Murray; secretary, 
!Miss J. Archibald. Very satisfactory re-
ports and balance sheets were presented 
by the outgoing committees of the Pro-
visions and Beautifying Club. Both must 
be congratulated on the many improve-
ments that haYe been made in the C0rnmon 
Room this year. 
The new committees are as follows :-
Beautifying Club-President, Miss P. Hop-
kins; two members, Misses Popple and 
Cowell. Provisions Club-President, Miss 
H. Sharp; secretary, Miss P. Robinson; 
treasurer, Miss J. Cue. 
Another attempt is being made to form 
a library of light literature in the Common 
Room. It is hoped that all members will 
return the books as soon as they finish 
reading them, and not, as they haYe 
appeared to ha\'e done, forget all about 
them. The lihrarians for the ensuing year 
are 1\[isses N. and l\I. Barry. 
This yenr has been a very successful one 
and great interest has been taken in the 
l'li1 b 's actiYities by all its members. 
1THE MEN'S CI.UB. 
Since last issue the l\Ien's Club kept lll} 
its reputation by again holding a Fancy 
Dress Dane'" This timr it was called 
"Plain and ·Fancy Dress,'' but luckily for 
our repu1 at ion not many of the under-
grads aYailed thernsehes of 1.he ''Plain.'' 
There was a good attendance-many and 
Yaried ,,·ere the ccstmnes. One partieu-
lar ly l'emem bern an ''animal'' called a 
cat. Anothcl' "gentleman" eYiden1ly for· 
got his trousers-but we afterwards dis-
covered that this was part of his costume. 
Unfortunately space does not permit of a 
detailed description of the frocking, hut 
this may be had on application at the 
office or in the society column of the 
"Spol' ting Sun." 
ThP. ~/1mmittee haYe an appeal 1.o make 
-we lllLLSt better last year's record attend-
ance at the Annual Dinner. It will prob-
ably be held on the F1·iday of second week 
of Exams. 
'l'he annual gcm~rnl meeting of the club 
will be held shortly, at which the officers 
f.nr 1929 will be elected. 
THE DEBATING SOCIETY. 
'Ihe inter-University Debating contest-5 
which were held in Brisbane about the 
middle of August were very successful 
from the point of those people ,,!no wer'.t 
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fortunate enough to be present to hear 
any of them. li'rnm the point of view of 
the speakers in the debates themselves, 
however, we could have wished for some-
what larger though scarcely more appre-
ciative audiences. All the debates proYed 
extremely interesting, and in spite of the 
undoubtedly unattra·etive nature of some 
of the subjects, there was a good deal o[ 
wit and humour always waiting· to come to 
the surface when any opportunity offered. 
Queensland were eliminated in the first 
c'.ebate of the series by Tasmania, who ul-
timately proved themselves the champion 
team. The Queensland team put up a 
good fight, but were beaten Yery nalTOll"ly 
by a better team. The second dehate he-
tween Sydney and J\felbonrnc on the 
tyranny of conyention might be described 
as perhaps the best of the series. The 
light style of suhject seems to have heen 
venr suitable to the best southern type of 
witty dehating, and hoth teams put up 
very fine performances. Sydney's perform-
ance in this debate hcing easily much 
better than the one thev staged agaim;t 
Tasmania in tl1e final dehate. Tl1fl third 
debate hetween Tasmania and Adelaide 
was marred somewhat hy interjections 
from a member of the audience whose 
political views were not easily asrPrtain-
ahle from the natnre of 11is remarks. He 
1'eemed somewl1at of the Lahour-Lihera.l 
type tho11gh tending usnallv to he against 
the goYernment. The debate was won hv 
Tasmania on a majority Yote of tl1c ad-
judicators. This left Tasmania to contest 
the fina.l with Sydney. .As was mentioned 
hefore, Sydney's performance here ~Yas 
not as good as in the Sydney-1\felhournr 
debate, and Tasmania once again rnana12· r-cl 
to scrape victory by a very small margin. 
They deserve the heartiest rongratnlatiom; 
upon a very well earned Yictory. They 
defeated three ont of the four competitors 
against them one after the other, and 
really to do this successfully points to the 
fact that their victory is as near to being 
<'OnYincing as it might possibly be. 
CHRISTIAN UNION. 
The C.U. year came to an end with the 
annual general meeting held on Ocio ber 
lst. It was felt that though good work 
liad been done and great interest taken 
by members during the year, especially in 
study circle work, progress was not as 
good as had been expected in view of last 
year's success. lt is hoped that the Too-
woomba conference 'rill giYe our U.U. the 
impetus necessary for a great advance 
next year. 
The "Day of W:ork," which is being 
made an annual effort, ·was held on Sep-
tember 15th , over 30 students taking part 
by doing jobs of very yarious kinds for 
the day or half day. The result was a 
sum of oYer twenty pounds, which has 
been sent to H eadquarters, thus enabling 
ns to complete our annual rontribution to 
the Movement's funds " ·hi le finishing the 
year with a comfortable c1·edit balance. 
·we desire to thank all those stndents, 
employers, and dow1n; "·ho gaye such 
valuable assistance iu this way. 
The second deYotional service of the 
year 1ras conducted by Canon Robin in 
St. John's Cathedral on July 30th, his 
address on thanksgiving in prayer being 
greatly appreciated by the twenty 
students present. 
l\fidcht)' ad(lresscs 1nre continued until 
early in third term, sustained interrst he .. 
ing indicated by the aYerage attendance 
of 45 up to the end of second term. W c 
"·ere Yery pleased to have an address 
from J\Ir. D. K. Picken, :i\I .. A., chairlllan 
of the .. \.S.C.l\I., during his hurried Yisit 
to Brisbane for the Presbyterian General 
.Assembly. On tl1e same evening he met 
members of cx:ccutiYc and State Council 
at tea at the C.P. c:afe, which provided a 
nrnch-app1·eciated opportunity to renew 
conference friendships. 
Since the August meeting of the General 
Committee of the .. \.S. C.l\I., arrang~ments 
are "·ell in l1and for the TomYoomlm con-
ference to be held in January. The 
central study, now in eotuse of prepara-
tion, is one of direct aucl practical inter-
est to eYery student. .. \ s suggested by 
its propos~l title, "Religion in Action,'· 
it is an attempt to present the practical 
implications of Christian facts such as 
have been studied at recent conferences; 
and this, it will he seen, leads directly on 
to the fundamental principles of the 
Student Moyement as expressefl in its 
.Aim and Basis, namely, the challenge to 
devotion of the whole life to the service 
of the Kingdom of God. This should give 
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the conference a value and impul'tance 
greater than ever to those students who 
are still in doubt as to the real worth and 
meaning of the l\Iovement, while making 
it equally valuable to those who are 
already well in the actiYities ·of the move-
ment. 
It is l1oped that students will realise 
the importance of this O('Casion, and the 
great value in inspiration to the individual 
and in impetus to the corporate work or 
the C.U. of a big delegation ~o this con-
ference; and that all will do their utmost 
to make Queensland's contribution to it 
something which will amply justify the 
experiment of holding a general confer-
ence in Queensland. 
The officers of the C.U. for 1929 are:-
President, Mr. G. H. J enkins; vice-presi-
dents, Prof. H. J. Priestley and Miss F. 
Bell; secretaries, Miss B. R.obertson and 
l\fr. R. K Fardon; treasurers, Miss H . 
Heale and Mr. I. l\Iackillop i literature 
secretaries, Miss J . . Archibald and l\Ir. U. 
Nash. 
---o---
University Sport 
SPORIT.S ,UNION. 
This year the annual general meeting 
has been changed from April to October, 
and in accordance with this the a11ilLi<t1 
general meeting will be held on Tuesday. 
October 23rd. 
:::Jince last issue some of the constituent 
clubs 11ave finished their activities fo1· this 
yrar, and the excellent record of the Foot-
ball Club is outstanding among the dub 
successes. 'l'his is the first time the Uni-
versity Football Team has won a premier-
ship, and \re heartily congratulate them. 
The I-loc:key Club, too, has performed 
\l·itlt more distinction during the past 
season than hitherto, and se\'eral mem-
bers took part in the inter-State trial 
games. 
Sports l Tnion Blues for 1928 lian' heen 
.awarded to the following :-HockPy. ( '. I ~. 
Ken, R. K. Pardon, R. 0. Dodds, C. L. W. 
Berglin, l\'L 1\ . Simmonds; Football, J. 1. 
Irn·in, J. l\I. l lulbert, W. I. George, K. l\I. 
-< 'arrnicliael, \V. Young, V·l. Nixon-Smith, 
M". F. TTicJ, ey, and F'. Vidgen; Cricket, H . 
l\I. Yeates, J. Bale, Mi. Biggs; Athletics, 
.J. Harrison; R.owing, C. N. Barton, A. P. 
Douglas, J. McGrath. 
At present there is praietically none of 
the blazer cloth available here, but an 
order for a fresh quantity was placed some 
two months ago, whicli should arrive be-
fore the vacation. 
WOMEN 'S TENNIS CLUB. 
A match was played this term bebreen 
the Women's College and the Extra-
Collegians. 'l'he match resulted in a " ·in 
for the College, the score being 46-24. 
The annual general meeting of the cluh 
was held on September 14th. The officers 
for 1929 are: Captain, M'iss Grace Griffin ; 
vice-captain, Miss J ·oan Patterson; secre-
tary, Miss Jean Archibald. 
WOMEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
All our funds this year went towards 
the entertainment of the four visiting 
teams from the southern Universities, whv 
competed in matches held during the \\·eel.;: 
August 21st to 25th. The results were 
as follows:-
Sydney v. Melbourne 4-1 
Sydney v. Adelaide 7-0 
Sydney v. 'l'asmania 6-1 
Sydney v. Queensland 3-1 
Melbourne v. Adelaide 4--3 
Melbourne v. 'rasmania 5-0 
Melbourne v. Queensland 2-4 
Adelaide v. Tasmania . . 5-2 
Adelaide v. Queensland 1-1 
Tasmania Y. Queensland 1-8 
Apart from the matches there was a 
special programme. On the Tuesday a 
Reception Tea was held at the Jenolan 
Cafe, at whicl1 the teams \Yrre \Yelcorncd 
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by our vice-president, 1\Irs. Lowsc,n. On 
Saturday night there \\·as a fare\\·ell tea 
at the Anne Hathaway Cafe, at which 
Mrs. Lowson presented the rup to the 
winning team, which was Sydney Uni-
versity. During the week the teams were 
taken to Mount Coot-tlta and for a day's 
run to Redcliffc. They were also ta ken 
for an inspection of the UniH1·sity. 
At a meeting of the captains ancl F:erre-
taries it was decided to hold next year's 
tournament in Tasmania, in view of their 
entry into Inter-University fixtui·cs. 
I should like to take this opportunity 
to thank the UniYersity Dramatir Society 
for their generosity in perfo1·ming "The 
Private Secretary'' on the Saturday nig·ht 
for the benefit of the visiting teams. 
On the Saturday a c·ombinecftrni\'ersities 
team played the State team. This matrh 
was won by the State team. 
The 1928 A team is to be congratulated 
on their standard of play in these matches. 
They were defeated only by Sydney, and 
it is believed by many that the standard 
both in individual tactics and in combined 
play has never before been attained by 
this University. 
Last year's UniYersity Blues were 
awarded to 1\Iisses ~-,erguson, Hill, Smart, 
and Spurgin. 
ATHLETIC CLUB. 
The Club has now completed its actiY-
ities for 1928. In the Queensland Cham-
pionships, the Club gained three points, J. 
Harrison winning the half-mile in 2min. 
1-3/5sers. A Sports Union Blue has been 
awarded to Harrison on his year's per-
formances. 
'!'HE BOAT CLUB. 
The boat club has since the publication 
of the last issue of '' Galmahra,'' completed 
its customary activities for the year. The 
inter-college race was held at the end of 
the second term, and the lady-coxswains' 
regatta was held early in third term. Six 
crews entered for the inter-college race, 
which was a record for the race. For the 
first time all the colleges were represented 
in the race, and as well two extra-colle-
giate crews were entered. The race was 
rowed in the Bridge Reach from the 
Grammar shed to the Dry Dock aud with 
both tide and " ·ind. The wind wa:; fairly 
strong and hampered the efforts of th e 
starter considel'a bly, as the cre,n; 'YCre 
frequently blown into one another or into 
the bank. We have to thank l\Ir. G. N. 
Smoothey fur the pa tie11ce he displayed 
on the occasion and for t lte good start 
·which was finally m:.<.l". J..;mmanuel and 
Extra-collegiate I. jumped out at the 
start, and at the Brid~e both l1ad a good 
lead from the remaind~r, while Emmanuel 
were leading Extra 's by about half a 
length. The rac~ resulted in a duel be-
twPen these two e e\\·s for the remainder 
·of the course. l·Jxtra 's made desperate 
efforts to catch the leaders, but Emmanuel 
succeeded in maintaining their lead till 
the finishing gun. l~xtra-c:ollegiate Il. 
Wel"e third. 
The lad)--coxs,rnins' regatta J>rOYidcd 
some Yery close races, and excited the 
usual amount of interest and amusement. 
The final was "·on by J. P. McGrath'~ 
crew with l\fiss Barry in tl1e coxswain's 
seat. The ladies' pairs raec "·as again 
included in the progrnmrne this year, and 
was "·on by Misses Spurgin and Smart 
"·ith J. Hulbert as cox. 'l'he Inter-Facult; 
race rowed ·on the same aftrrnoon, was. 
won by Science with },rts and Engineering 
dead-heating fur serond. The final race 
of the afternoou ''"as that between the 
Graduates and the Undergrnds. The 
undergrnds won uncomfortably hy half 
a length. 
The annual general meeting will be 
held in October, and all members are 
urged to be present. 
MEN 'S HOCKEY CLUB. 
The Inter- 'Varsit,- Hockev Carnival for 
the Syme Cup was ·held thi~ year in Mel-
bourne_ on August 12tl1, 15th, and 16th. 
The Queensland team aniYCd on Sunday 
and held a practice on ::Jionday. · 
On Tuesday amid drizzling rain Queens-
land played Melbourne. 'l'he form of the 
l\Ielbourne forwards and the fact that the 
Queenslanders were unaccustomed to the 
ground, led Melbourne to win 8-0. 
Following this match, Svdnev, after a 
scrappy game, defeated Adelaide 2-0. 
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On Wednesday, Queensland met ~yducy 
and after a hard game were defeated 4-2, 
mainly due to the fine shooting of the 
Sydney captain, who r:;cored all four goal8. 
J:;'ollowing this l\Ielbourne, "·ho had lost 
some of their preyious day'r:; clash, dE'featecl 
Adelaide 7-1. 
On Thursday Queensland met , \de-
laide. Their supel'ior stamina and re\'inti 
of form gave them au easy wiu oYer Ade-
laide, who were i·ather tired, by 9 goals to 
nil. 
F·ollowing this l\Ielboume defeated 
Sydney for the final. 6-1. 
,\t a dinner on Thursday nii;!'ht, l 1'c <'HP 
was presented to the l\Ielhonr11e team by 
Dl'. Glen Knight, who presented also a 
mounted ball ~o 11. Winnekc, of l\Iel-
boume, \\'110 1rns judged the best player 
of the series. 
'l'lie Iuter-Facult/ competition for the 
Steele Cup 1rns nanowly won by ]~ngin­
eering, wl10 def.Jated Science in the final 
game. At full time the score was 2 all. 
J•;xtra time 1rns played and Engineering 
1\'0ll, 0-2. 
Blues this season were a11·arded to 
l\Iessrs. C. B. Ken, M. A. Simmonds, C. 
L. W. Dergliu, R K. Fardon, and R. G. 
Dodds. 
V estibularia 
The University was unfortunate in 
losing the services of Mr. A U. \'. l\Iel-
bom1w at the end of second term. l\lr. 
Melbourne left for England to embark on 
a special study of Constitutions, and their 
nasty little ways. All that can console 
his students in their sudden bereayement 
is the understanding that he is to return 
eventually. 
In Mr. Melbourne 's place we welcome 
l\Iiss l\I. Hopkins, B.A., who graduated 
from this University with honoms in His-
tory in 1925. 
Miss McConnell, who is doing authl'O-
pological work among the ~'\ nstralian 
aboriginals in Cape York Peninsula, re-
cently gave the Women Graduates an 
interesting description of her work. 
Mrs. E. H. Strugnell-better known as 
Hilda McCullough in her student and lec-
turing days-spent a month in Brisbane 
early in the year. She bas done Yaliant 
work as the honorary secretary of the 
J ... F.U.W. for some years. 
l\Iarjorie Dawson, a former College 
tutor, who is having a year's rest after 
teaching life in Melbourne, spent part of 
it in looking up graduate friends in Bris-
bane. 
News has reached us that Anne Pcterseu 
has been appointed head of the Geelo:hg 
Church of England Grammar School. 
Anne returned from a year abroad last 
January. 
Alice Mills, more familiarly kno\\'n as 
"Pills," passed thrnugh Brisbane a few 
weeks ago, on her way to China, where 
she has undertaken missionary "·ork. 
Mrs. Hulbert, nee .Julia Birkbeck, 
accompanied by her husband and sturdy 
son, has been holidaying in Brisbane after 
tl1ree years in the Soudan. 
Dorothy Dennis is engaged to Mr. 
Saunders, of Fiji. 
Dora Lockington Lockington is also 
engaged to l\Ir. George Golden. 
The Wagners, Dr. John and Dr. Doris, 
have a son. 
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·we take up our pen merely to lay it 
down. This is our swan song, and we 
don't really like swan so11gs. Une reason 
is that we have an inherent distaste for 
bursting into casual song. 'l'he other that 
it is the official good-bye, the final sever-
ance from the official paste pot and scissors 
aud things, the resignation of our gentle 
editorial despotism. That we have in our 
time been mildly successful there can be 
liti;le doubt. \Ve have proYoked at least 
one dissatisfied reader to a ci·itical out-
burst, at least one ne"·spaper has reYie\\"ed 
us with contemptuous condescension, and. 
\re lia re ne\·er met l':itli complete student 
approval. We little tlionglit "-lien the 
printing machines emitted our first issue 
that "Ualmahra" \\"as goii1:_g to proYe so 
interesting; these are infallible signs. 
"Oalmahra," of course, can have no 
continuity of editorial policy. Eac Ii editor 
has his own particular ideas of the lines 
on which he thinks "Oalmahra" ought t'.l 
be conducted, and he is autocrat enough 
to p1·oceed immediately to put them into 
practice, so that with the succession of 
editors at the rate of one per annum, it 
will not be long before "0 almahra" will 
have experienced eve1·y possible method 
for conducting University rnagazme,,_ 
HmreYCJ", \\·e flatter oursehes that we 
l1ave introduced nothing stal"tlinglr revo-
lutionary. \Ve have scareely had 'rhat 
could be called an editorial policy. We 
l1aYe merely had t"·o guiding principles, 
viz., "Oalmahra" ought to represent 
every section of University Jife, and 
"Oalmahra" ought to exist to 1:dvc vonn'! 
wrifers a chance. To the former end thrre 
are the club notes. This is not so mm·li 
our doing as the demand of the Union 
regulations. \Ve have, however, managed 
to induce a fe"' of the scientists to write 
about subjects that interest them; we hope 
that succeeding editors will induce other 
p1embers of other faculties to do so. With 
regard to the latter we have included th e 
work of seYei·al persons who haYe never 
before had any of their work pubiislied, 
and trust that the encouragement will 
stimulate them to. fmther effort. The 
hyper-critical, i.e., the less obsenaut, may 
feel that the encourag1~u1cnt \ntS unde-
served, but we are sure that their efforts 
were well worthy of the pages of "Gal-
mahra. '' 
With regard to the October issue \re are 
pleased to say that none whom we 
approached for contributions turned. us 
away with a rebuke studded with tlw 
finest gems of third-terminology. We an: 
more pleased to say that several contri-
butors have come forward witlto11t per-
sonal solicitation. 
As the more observant among the 
undergrads. will observe we Jian pro-
cmed a title piece for this section of tha 
magazine. We could have procured others 
from the same som·ce for the remainder of 
the permanent sections of '' Ualmahra.'' 
We refrained from so doing in the hope 
tl1at others amongst the undergrads. 1rnuld 
attempt these. The Long Yac. offers a 
splendid opportunity for such :icliieve-
ment. 
\Ve r: ould not, of course, permit this 
issue to go to press, without one of our 
justly celebrated growls. We need more 
personal notes for the V esti bularia col--
umn. The secretaries of the Uraduates' 
~\ssociations are a useful but not a per·-
manent source of supply, and it is only the 
undergraduates themselYes who tall sup-
ply fresh matel'ial for each issue. 
Finally, we thank all those who have 
contributed thl'oughout the year and saved 
us from the disgraceful and disagreeable 
task of ·writing '' Galrnahra '' onrsclves. 
\Ve would ask tliem not to eease writin:.!' 
fo~· the moment, but to start n I once or< 
the good work for the first issue of 1929 


